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Dedicated to the life and teachings of Dr. 
Vincent Harding, a friend and confidant 

of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., who 
eldered generations of activists.  

In the words of Maya Angelou: 

And when great souls die, 
after a period peace blooms, 

slowly and always 
irregularly. Spaces fill 

with a kind of 
soothing electric vibration. 
Our senses, restored, never 

to be the same, whisper to us. 
They existed. They existed. 

We can be. Be and be 
better. For they existed. 

To the memory of him and all the other 
teachers, elders, poets, prophets, and  

griots who have come before us. 
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FOREWORD 

here is more activism in the United States today than we have 
seen since the Black Freedom and Justice campaigns that so 
deeply impacted our nation during the tumultuous twenty-

year span of 1953 to 1973. US activism today expresses frustration 
and even rage over a broad spectrum of oppressive systems that 
abuse an enormous number of people. Most of these systems are in-
timately related to one another, though their convergence is not well 
understood or identified in public discourse. 
 The unsettling truth, however, is that too much of the activism to-
day is for the sake of activism and does not move public awareness or 
public action in the needed direction. It is my contention that if ac-
tivism is to move our nation toward a genuine experience of equality, 
justice, and the beloved community, we must deliberately employ the 
unimaginable power of nonviolent civil resistance. This is soul force 
(satyagraha), a term invented by Mohandas Gandhi that pulls to-
gether his experiments in bold, creative, and carefully planned ac-
tions that can dismantle unjust systems and provide breathing room 
for new, life-affirming possibilities. 
 This booklet, Building a Movement to End the New Jim Crow, seeks 
to focus people in the direction of dismantling our nation’s huge and 
egregious prison industrial systems, the old but new Jim Crow. In it, 
Daniel Hunter describes key organizing principles and offers an ar-
ray of examples that describe concrete ways that individuals, organi-
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2 BUILDING A MOVEMENT TO END THE NEW JIM CROW  

zations, and coalitions are achieving significant successes, which cul-
tivate the soil for more and more significant campaigns in this cru-
cial struggle. 
 I like what the people described in these pages are doing! They have 
discovered their community of struggle, and they have identified the 
changes they seek. They show forth ways of being and working to-
gether in kinship and with coherence. They demonstrate personal 
transformation exerting life and engendering power. They act in uni-
ty around the projects they have adopted. In short, they reflect Gan-
dhi’s approach to nonviolent resistance and struggle, the “force more 
powerful” that the movement to end mass incarceration, and US ac-
tivism in general, so desperately need. 
  

Rev. James Lawson, February 2015, Los Angeles 



INTRODUCTION 

 group of folks who read The New Jim Crow asked me for 
advice. They agreed with Michelle Alexander’s contention 
that mass incarceration is an appalling system echoing the 

racist social dynamics that created slavery and Jim Crow. Inspired by 
the book, they organized monthly speakers and events. They did 
their best to educate others about the far-reaching impacts of the sys-
tem and its basis of labeling people as “other” to oppress them. 
 They felt good about the educational work they were doing—but 
also felt like they were tilling the soil without planting seeds in the 
ground. They sensed they could be doing more and asked: “What 
can we do to make a bigger impact?” 
 They wanted to make a difference. However, they were spending 
more time studying the dynamics of the problems than the dynamics 
of making change. As a result, they fell prey to the belief that social 
change is just education and personal expression and didn’t under-
stand how to fully exercise their power to catalyze transformation. 
 In the midst of India’s struggle for freedom from British Rule, 
Mohandas Gandhi said to his people: “It is not a matter of carrying 
conviction by argument. The matter resolves itself into one of 
matching forces. Conviction or no conviction, Great Britain would 
defend her Indian commerce and interests by all the forces at her 
command. India must consequently evolve force enough to free her-
self from that embrace of death.”1 

A 
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 Those who most benefit from the current prison system will de-
fend it. We therefore need to learn to wage struggle for a new society 
unwilling to allow any human life to be thought of as expendable, 
that doesn’t mask problems by throwing people behind bars. 
 This booklet is for members of that group and others like them, 
who want to move into social action. It does not offer a secret recipe 
for foolproof organizing. No such recipe exists (and beware of any-
one who tries to convince you otherwise!). It does offer concrete, 
tested tools and activities you can use in groups. It’s filled with prac-
tical tips and strategic principles, with real-life examples from this 
and other movements. At the end of each section are guiding ques-
tions to help you and your group think about next steps. 
 Chapter 1 looks at the different roles played in movements, with an 
encouragement for each of us to recognize our own strengths while 
appreciating those of others. This is especially important with such a 
wide-ranging movement, where people are working on everything 
from halting police harassment, stopping new prisons, changing laws 
on disproportionate sentencing, ending solitary confinement, elimi-
nating job and housing discrimination, increasing funding for re-
entry programs, and providing medical care for all to rebuilding our 
shattered schools and ending the growing school-to-prison pipeline. 
 Chapter 2 looks at building strong groups. Groups help us connect 
our story with the stories of others. Groups build communal strength 
to act outside of apathy, shame, or lofty unapplied ideals. Groups 
generate social power and are a building block of movement work. 
 Chapter 3 looks at creating change through campaigns. Campaigns 
harness the power of groups and direct that power toward a single 
goal. With intention and focus, campaigns create pressure to enact 
specific, concrete changes. By making these changes, we can chip 
away at the larger oppressive system and hone our ability to trans-
form society. 
 My hope is that the organizing principles, tools, and stories pre-
sented in this booklet will help those who read it play an active role 
in building a movement powerful enough to end the New Jim 
Crow—a movement to not merely reform the current system, but 
one that will bring about deep-rooted and lasting structural change. 



 
  
  
  

CHAPTER 1 
ROLES IN MOVEMENT-BUILDING 

  
  

  

  
elican Bay State Prison has been deemed one of the ten worst 
prisons in the United States, and its Security Housing Unit 
(SHU) one of the most notorious.2 The 1,200 people locked in 

the SHU are placed in 7 x 11 foot cells, locked inside for at least 22 
hours a day, and fed through a slot in the cell door to limit any sem-
blance of human contact. It was there that a group of people orga-
nized hunger strikes, unaware that their actions would create waves 
around the country. 
 The SHU was allegedly formed as an attempt to break up gang ac-
tivity. In one wing, jailers put four men, each a suspected gang lead-
er, in separate cells: Todd Ashker, Sitawa Jamaa, Arturo Castellanos, 
and Antonio Guillen—supposedly of the Aryan Brotherhood, Black 
Guerrilla Family, Mexican Mafia, and Nuestra Familia, respectively.  
 The four were locked in their own cells, unable to see anyone or a 
shred of natural light. Still, over the course of years, they talked to 
each other, shouting through narrow slats or toilet drains. They built 
relationship and connection, their rival gang status notwithstanding. 
After prolonged discussion, in 2011 they decided to launch the first 
of what would turn out to be many hunger strikes. 
 The initial strike was tiny but won minor concessions. They won a 
small handball and a single pull-up bar in the otherwise bare exercise 
room. But the larger victory was that it ushered in a wave of other 
hunger strikes. Hearing about the actions through various networks, 

P 
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people in prisons across Ohio, North Carolina, Illinois, Virginia, and 
other states followed suit and organized their own strikes. In 2013, 
the Pelican Bay SHU coordinated a 59-day hunger strike that, at its 
peak, included nearly 30,000 incarcerated people across California 
prisons. Suddenly the issue of solitary confinement was on the na-
tional agenda, with media reporting as if they had known about the 
issue for years.3  
 That sense of momentum and growing energy is what marks a 
movement. Like the black freedom movement, the abolitionist 
movement against slavery, or the farmworkers movement, move-
ments are forces of collective energy, channeling deep emotions like 
anger and love and mobilized by hopes and dreams for large-scale 
change. 
 There is great power in movements. Unfortunately, popular cul-
ture and history do us a major disservice in how they present social 
change movements (if they present them at all). They teach myths 
that have to be unlearned if we are to build an effective movement 
against mass incarceration. 
 Myth: Movements are lit like a match.  
 In reality, the original 2011 hunger strike took five years to build. 
The four men needed to build trust, talking about their personal lives 
and settling on a strategy. Yet a history textbook might skip all of 
that and begin the story with thousands of people in the large strikes 
of 2013. The myth that movements “suddenly appear” misses the 
critical process of building up networks ready to act and ways to 
communicate broadly. The myth ignores the necessary tasks of lead-
ership building and visioning. While sparks are important, without 
these critical pieces, movements will not turn into a fire. 
 Myth: Movements are built by heroic figurehead leaders.  
 While we may think of Martin Luther King Jr., or Mohandas Gan-
dhi, or Cesar Chavez, or even those four initial hunger strikers at 
Pelican Bay as the heroic leaders, movements are far more dynamic 
than that. They are built by many organizations, groups, and loose-
knit networks that organize and act together for change.  
 Myth: Movements require complete internal unity.  
 We can look with rose-colored glasses on the past, making it ap-
pear as though movements were unified, often under the direction of 
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a charismatic leader. Each hunger strike was a blow against injustice, 
but they didn’t have the exact same goals or approaches. Successful 
movements always have internal disagreements and division. Work-
ing for unity is great, but so is accepting the reality that ideological 
purity isn’t a requirement for us to engage and continue in a move-
ment together. 
 Myth: Movements succeed if they mobilize large, mass actions. 
 Countless times the refrain is made: “We just need to have a giant 
March on Washington.” However, movements don’t win because of 
singular actions. Movements need ongoing resistance—otherwise, 
the powerholders can just wait until the march is over and continue 
ignoring movement requests. Movements require sustained pressure 
for change at many levels. It takes time to build, but without ongoing 
resistance, movements don’t achieve their goals. 
 Each of these myths that we are taught makes us look externally, 
whether for the heroic leader, the right circumstances, or the big 
mass action. But movements are most effective when we look inward 
and find strength in ourselves and our relationships. To do this, one 
starting point is understanding the different roles people play in 
movements, so we can find our own best way to participate and con-
tribute. 

UNDERSTAND YOUR ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE 
To reach its goal, a movement must include different approaches to 
change and a great variety of people filling different roles. Each of us 
prefer some roles over others. And we may play a range of different 
roles in different circumstances. Understanding our preferences and 
strengths can help us work with others more powerfully. A civil 
rights activist came up with a useful framework that describes differ-
ent social change roles: Helpers, Advocates, Organizers, and Rebels.4 
There may be many other roles in social change, but it’s a helpful 
start to compare and contrast some roles that frequently show up in 
movements. 
 Helpers are people who see an individual in need and try to meet 
that need. Helpers often provide direct service, such as opening their 
homes, educating about job interviews, offering therapy for family 
members, or feeding hungry people. They open their hearts and re-
spond personally with the resources they have available. 
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 Advocates see a need but also see systems out there with resources, 
even if they’re broken and unfair. Advocates help people navigate 
those systems, perhaps doing social work, public advocacy, or impact 
litigation. They use knowledge of the system to help people fill their 
needs, bending the system so it provides every ounce of justice or 
resources it can provide.  
 Organizers have another approach. When looking at problems, 
their instinct is to bring together those who are hurting. They often 
organize people outside the system into groups to apply pressure to 
change the rules of the system. Unlike Helpers, who provide direct 
services, or Advocates, who tend to work inside the system, Organiz-
ers traditionally create pressure by building groups external to the 
current system. 
 Rebels, driven by passion and energy, speak truth to power and do 
so with conviction. They are associated with public protest and direct 
action, using tactics like sit-ins, marches, and civil disobedience. 
Rebels are impatient with small reforms and are uncompromising in 
their struggle for major changes in society. Rebels are often public in 
their work, even if it might carry personal risk for them.  

 
Each role is important. Yet you probably have your own preferences 
about which roles most attract you. Knowing your own preferences 
can help you fulfill your role more effectively—and work with others 
who are in equally important, but different, roles. Let’s look a little 
more closely at these four different roles in social change, including 
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examples of their work and their different strengths and potential 
weaknesses. 

HELPERS 
Helpers offer shelter, food, and caring to those in need. In the pro-
cess, they make face-to-face and heart-to-heart connections with 
people. They try to offer services to help every single person they 
can. Helpers are immensely important to those getting services, and 
it can be very rewarding for them, too. 
 Helpers can also do things that are less effective. If Helpers are un-
conscious of the need for structural change, their work may be solely 
about feel-good band-aids. Helpers may treat it like a personal failing 
that someone out of prison cannot find a job—not recognizing struc-
tural components, such as the infamous “box” that requires job ap-
plicants to divulge their criminal history. Helpers can therefore cre-
ate cycles of dependency.  
 To be effective, Helpers must also support people to see how the 
system places stumbling blocks in their lives. This helps people rise 
above individual self-sabotage and self-recrimination, potentially 
clearing the way for them to participate in movement work. 
 Take the Albert Cobarrubias Justice Project (ACJP).5 They got 
their start doing the work of Helpers in a drop-in center. People 
working assembly jobs in Silicon Valley—the low-wage underside of 
the “tech bubble”—would get help and support. Over time they be-
came known for helping people beat false criminal charges and 
providing support through the justice system. A tally showed their 
efforts, through acquittals or reduced sentences, saved people over 
1,800 years in prison!  
 Yet ACJP strives to do more than just serve individuals. Take Gail 
Noble, whose son was swept up by police and charged with assault 
and battery, despite witnesses saying he wasn’t involved. Her son’s 
attorney was ill-prepared and shrugged off a “joke” made by the 
judge that her son’s summer job was probably just a cover for “going 
door to door selling drugs.” 
 At a Sunday meeting of the ACJP, Gail shared her story. Folks at 
ACJP listened and offered to help her file a motion to fire her son’s 
attorney. “Even though the judge refused my son’s motion,” says 
Gail, “it was important to get all the issues my son had [with the law-
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yer] on record and for us to feel that we could speak and say some-
thing.”6 
 ACJP’s work with Gail could have ended when her son was sen-
tenced to eight months. Instead they helped her write her story for 
their magazine and chose the case as a front page story. They asked 
her to join the Sunday meetings to help others with their cases. She 
began to work with ACJP to influence the selection process for the 
next police chief. And when the state tried to pass “tough on crime” 
legislation, she headed the march into the district attorney’s office.  
 Far from a one-way service relationship, the approach of ACJP 
brought directly impacted people together. ACJP used the trust built 
by directly helping to move beyond individual struggles and into 
larger structural issues to create even bigger ripples of change. 

ADVOCATES 
Advocates, such as lawyers or social workers, help individuals survive 
and navigate the rules and regulations of the current system. With 
their inside knowledge of policies and protocols, visionary advocates 
can offer meaningful changes to the current system or even compre-
hensive alternatives. 
 As with Helpers, Advocates can have their blinders. Their years 
studying the ins and outs of the courts or the public benefits system 
can get in the way. Unintentionally, Advocates can dampen people’s 
desire for radical change by urging that they accept the system as it 
is: “You can’t do that, because there’s a regulation against it!” Instead 
of using their expertise to creatively and vigorously fight for long-
term change, some Advocates can be guilty of focusing on all the 
barriers in the current system to new ways of working and thinking. 
 Eager to help, Advocates can get stuck in an attitude that they 
should be able to solve all their clients’ problems, without promoting 
their clients’ agency or vision. The client relationship becomes one-
directional: helping is something that happens to you, so you aren’t 
part of your own liberation.  
 But it doesn’t have to be that way. Daryl Atkinson, a member of 
the Formerly Incarcerated and Convicted People’s Movement and a 
criminal justice lawyer with Southern Coalition for Social Justice, got 
his start through the mentorship of a transformational Advocate, 
James McConico.7 Daryl and James met while both were locked up 
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in a maximum security facility. “James was a jailhouse lawyer with a 
law collective on the inside,” said Daryl. “He was real good. When 
the yard call went out, there was a long wait for him. He would do a 
lot of work for people inside—but he did it conditionally.”8  
 Daryl describes one day when he and James were with a young 
man from the Crips gang. The young man sat across from James 
with a pillowcase full of cigarettes and offered the pillowcase as pay-
ment for legal advice. 
 James shook his head. “I don’t smoke. If you want my help, you 
have to drop your colors in the cell block. And you have to learn the 
Bill of Rights and you have to join us in this fight.” The young man 
was startled by the unusual request. James wasn’t selling advice, he 
was using legal services to change men’s lives. He was building a 
group of people to change their lives inside and outside of prison. 
Beyond filing writs in their cases, he was helping people find agency, 
hope, and purpose. The young man agreed to the requests. 
 People like Daryl now carry on that style of transformational advo-
cacy, which creates a powerful ripple effect and grows the move-
ment. 

ORGANIZERS 
Organizers often critique Helpers and Advocates for helping a bro-
ken system limp along—rather than abolishing or changing the sys-
tem. The classic Organizer story is that of a village near a river. Each 
day the villagers find an abandoned baby floating down the river, 
and each day the villagers take the baby in and care for it. After sev-
eral weeks, one of the villagers gets fed up at the cycle. She walks 
around the village convincing everyone the problem will never stop 
unless they walk up the river and find out where all the babies are 
coming from! That approach is fundamental to good Organizers: 
identifying root causes and bringing people together to solve prob-
lems, with a belief that they can build power to make change. 
 Organizers, however, can be ineffective when they get bogged 
down in the inner life of their groups. They might get stuck in a sti-
fling nonprofit or in the belief that they should only go after goals 
they deem “winnable”—even when the people most affected are urg-
ing otherwise. Organizers who are not directly impacted, especially, 
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may fall into assuming leadership roles rather than empowering the 
people most impacted to take on leadership for themselves. 
 By contrast, take Steve Huerta, a formerly incarcerated activist and 
organizer in San Antonio, Texas. After conducting an electoral pow-
er analysis in his area, Steve learned that in Bexar County, the Dem-
ocratic Party was relying on votes from incarcerated people and their 
families. Research showed that almost 75% of the precinct chairs 
were formerly incarcerated, had misdemeanors, or had family mem-
bers in prison. But when it came time to make policy, they consist-
ently ran from their people and favored “tough on crime” legislation. 
To solve the problem, Steve decided to out-organize the traditional 
party by building a group of formerly incarcerated people who had 
worked against such “tough on crime” legislation and having them 
run for local Democratic seats. 
 Steve believed the shame of being incarcerated or even being 
related to “convicts” kept people from standing up for what is right. 
Organizers understand that shame festers and breeds when people 
experience something as a personal failing they cannot overcome. He 
challenged that shame by getting people together and showing how 
their background made them experts on what needed to change. In 
the words of a judge he worked with, “The system likes to make your 
mistakes count against you. But you flip it. You make it not a list of a 
record of past mistakes, but a resume of how you’re an expert on a 
policy that exists.” 
 Steve uses that resume to build up a group of people with classic 
community-based organizing. “My approach is basically door-to-
door and face-to-face,” he explains. “We hang out at grocery stores. 
ATMs. Food Stamp offices. Wherever people get things they need. 
And we explain to them who we are. When we first explain we are 
former prisoners, that gets their attention. Then when we tell them 
we are recruiting them to be active in challenging the Democratic 
Party—they really take notice.”  
 Through this approach, Steve and his coworkers have helped for-
merly incarcerated people get elected as local precinct chairs. In 
2014, Steve was elected as a senate district committeeperson repre-
senting about half a million people. Having people who are bought-
in to policy changes on mass incarceration has made a major shift in 
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the Democratic conventions. “We’re getting people to show up to 
these conventions,” Steve explains, “And they see people they respect 
being engaged and having a voice. It’s very empowering.” 
 Those wins come because he’s modeling what good organizers do: 
gathering people together, creating space for people to tell their sto-
ries, and putting them in the leadership of the movement. With his 
face-to-face style and “we’ll-out-organize-you” know-how, he’s put-
ting formerly incarcerated people with a change agenda directly into 
power positions—both inside his group and in positions of official 
policy decision-making. 

REBELS 
Lastly, there are the Rebels. Rebels bring fire and energy and are will-
ing to take risks that others may never even consider. They can be 
unyielding in pursuit of justice and willing to go through great per-
sonal sacrifice to make their point. Many political prisoners, for ex-
ample, are Rebels who came out of political and social movements 
and have gone on to teach people that deep change is needed and it 
often takes sacrifice to make it happen. 
 However, Rebels can become ineffective when they are too at-
tached to a marginal identity, use tactics without a realistic strategy, 
or self-righteously view everyone else as less radical or less moral. 
Rebels can be guilty of too often tearing down ideas and saying “No!” 
rather then being constructive. They do their best work when they 
are well connected to people in other roles who can give context to 
Rebels’ unique, bold, and essential contributions. 
 As an example, after one organization’s high-profile lobbying ef-
forts had fallen short, they brought in a trainer to teach them how to 
run a direct action campaign. The trainer described the four roles of 
social change and asked people to cluster with others in the same 
roles. They had a handful of Helpers, many Advocates, and a good 
number of Organizers—but no Rebels. When asked about this, the 
group admitted that there used to be Rebels, but they were hard to 
work with and over time had been encouraged to leave. The trainer 
promptly announced that they could end the workshop now, ex-
plaining, “Without Rebels, you can’t run a direct action campaign.”  
 Rebels point fingers at problems that may go unnoticed, and they 
can be decisively bold about it. At a national gathering of 
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correctional personnel, a group called Sisters Inside decided to 
dramatize the harassment of women in prisons. They seized the stage 
and acted out a strip search, with some people playing prisoners and 
others the guards. Telling the story, Angela Davis writes, “The 
gathering was so repulsed by this enactment of a practice that occurs 
routinely in women’s prisons everywhere that many of the 
participants felt compelled to disassociate themselves from such 
practices…. Some of the guards…simply cried upon watching 
representations of their own actions outside the prison context.”9 
Rebels’ boldness can shock, awaken, and help stoke anger for change. 

RESPECT THE MANY ROLES FOR CHANGE 
Each role is vital in movement-building: Helpers’ direct services, Ad-
vocates’ accessing resources inside the system, Organizers’ pulling 
people together to struggle for their own solutions, and Rebels’ in-
your-face actions that speak truth to power. Again, these four are not 
the only roles—but they are a sampling of different roles played in 
social change.  
 Each role has its own approach to change—and that’s important, 
because movements need these varied approaches. Yet these ap-
proaches can be a source of tension. Organizers often get frustrated 
by Helpers who don’t connect their service work to larger issues. Or 
Rebels can get angry at Advocates who don’t dream outside the cur-
rent system. Advocates may be frustrated with Organizers who don’t 
value the real ways their advocacy helps make change. Or Helpers 
can feel discounted by Rebels and feel the Rebels’ pounding insist-
ence turns people off. 
 Yet movements are best when all the roles are appreciated, recog-
nized, and filled. Our job is to contribute our particular gifts to the 
movement, knowing that all are important and trusting that others 
will fill in the spaces we’re not called to fill. 
 Jerry Elster’s journey exemplifies how many different roles can 
make positive impacts toward movement-building. His story starts 
in the rough streets of South Central Los Angeles. After spending 
some time in a juvenile camp for petty vandalism, Jerry tried to get 
his life on the right track, deciding “I was above the gang stuff, I was 
through with that foolishness.”10 To send himself through college, he 
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tried a variety of odd jobs. None were steady. He resorted to selling 
weed. 
 From there he slipped into gang life and all-too-familiar patterns. 
During a fight he shot and killed a rival gang member, for which he 
served 26 years. “It’s sad that two young African-American under-
privileged youth played out this scenario,” he wrote later. “It happens 
almost every day in the United States. One goes to his grave and the 
other to the penitentiary. It’s horrible. It’s something I’ll never get 
over.” 
 The first years in prison, Jerry was angry and, like many, “learned a 
whole lot more criminal skills in prison than I had outside.” He was 
regularly in and out of solitary confinement. After five years, he de-
cided to change course.  
 His first influences were Rebels who took the time to mentor and 
educate him—grandfathers from the Black Panthers and Black Guer-
rilla Family. From these elders Jerry learned to see his own life choic-
es as part of a larger structure. In reading and discussing, he saw his 
story as a reflection of patterns. He was responsible for his own 
choices, but his options were restricted and shaped by systems much 
bigger than himself—systems of poverty, racism, and exploitation 
that meant there weren’t jobs in his neighborhood, or intervention 
programs, or family wealth to help him through the hard times. Re-
bels’ direct and tough talk moved him, despite his own anger and 
frustrations. 
 “For me it was infuriating, because I had to learn about the degra-
dations that my people went through…. [I learned that the] enemy 
was not whites or Mexicans, it was the structure, the system that had 
created slavery and bondage and poverty.” Jerry was understanding a 
key part of movement-building, seeing the world not only through 
the eyes of individual responsibility, but as a larger structure that 
needed to be changed, too. An awakening was afoot. 
 Helpers offered spiritual guidance in dealing with his anger and 
feelings of hopelessness and powerlessness. “It brought me back to 
my Christian beliefs.… I had to realize that, again, I didn’t have to 
control everything. Some things I just had to submit to. So, as an ex-
ample, you’ve got this guy, he just has to walk on this side of the 
compound when we come out, this is his part: OK, respect that. ‘You 
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have it, it’s your space, brother.’ But coming from a position as a 
gang member inside prison, from a leadership position this wasn’t so 
easy a lot of times, because now people started to question where my 
loyalties lay. To do it subtly, as I thought I was going to initially, is 
not easy: you’re not given that kind of space and time in prison by 
the administration or by your peers. So I had to just be straightfor-
ward, cold turkey, ‘I’m through with this, this is how I’m living now, 
don’t bring that to me.’ After a while people started to respect me for 
that position.”  
 He joined a victim-offender group, drawing from the restorative 
justice model.11 The group, run by Advocates, prepared prisoners to 
speak with their victims or their victims’ surviving relatives. It’s a 
tremendous alternative to the dehumanizing practices of the current 
criminal justice system. People speak to each other, take responsibil-
ity, and help make “right relationships” by supporting healing for all 
involved. 
 For Jerry, that program made a huge difference. “When I go to 
court I’m no longer Jerry Elster, it’s the State of California against the 
defendant. Everything is geared toward dehumanizing. The person 
who was assaulted or fell prey to this crime is not that person no 
more, they’re the victim of the crime or the plaintiff. I didn’t violate 
the rights of any individual. I violated the rights of the state. So what 
[the victim-offender group] was able to do was to humanize that 
process again.”  
 Jerry had moved from thinking individually to structurally—and 
as good as those steps were, he wasn’t satisfied. In his words, the 
group “helps individuals move forward with accepting their ac-
countability, but it doesn’t help the system or society move forward 
with theirs. There’s torture going on in prison, but [they’re] not go-
ing to sit the warden down or the staff and tell them you got to be 
more accountable with how you’re dealing with people from a re-
storative justice approach. It says the system’s flawed but it doesn’t 
hold the system accountable.” 
 For that, Jerry needed to find groups who were waging campaigns 
to change the system. He needed to join with others to solve prob-
lems and take on the system. “A lot of people get caught up trying to 
build a campaign without a group. We talk about issues and assume 
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people will automatically come together to resolve that issue. They 
don’t. We have to plug people into groups.”12 And that’s when he 
met other Organizers. 
 After a talk he gave about his own story, an organizer with All of 
Us or None came up to him. She heard his story and was moved, and 
encouraged him to join their group, which had just launched a new 
campaign to eliminate the box on employment forms asking about 
prior convictions. 
 He threw himself into the campaign and joined All of Us or None 
and a raft of other groups, including the American Friends Service 
Committee. They lost some campaigns, like a bill against shackling 
of pregnant women in prison, which was vetoed by the California 
governor. They won others, like the “Ban the Box” campaign.  
 Each step Jerry took was supported by different roles: Rebels’ 
tough talk about structural oppression, Helpers assisting his personal 
growth to take more responsibility, Advocates creating alternative 
models, and Organizers connecting him with others trying to change 
the system. 
 Understanding the different roles in social change helps us see that 
we each have a special part to play.13 That part may shift with chang-
ing circumstances. Sometimes we’ll play multiple parts simultane-
ously. But strong movements always include a mix of many roles. To 
craft a movement to eliminate the cycle of caste in the US, including 
its current form of mass incarceration, we need all of us playing our 
roles well. 

 

NEXT STEPS 
1. What role(s) are you drawn to in movement work? What’s a 
personal strength you bring to that role? What’s a challenge you 
frequently experience in that role? 
2. When do you experience conflict or tension with the other roles? 
What bothers you about them? What are you learning from this 
chapter that can help you minimize tensions when working with the 
other roles? 
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3. Is there a person or organization from a different role that would be 
strategic for you to build a relationship with? What would be a first 
step toward building that relationship? How could the different 
approaches from your roles complement each other?  
4. In your group, you may want to introduce these four roles and have 
people cluster to see where they identify. In coalition meetings or 
groups, it can help ease tensions between the roles to see them in the 
open like this. Where might you introduce the four roles as a tool to 
help a group work better together? 

Get more information on the four roles in social change at: 
www.NewJimCrowOrganizing.org. 



 
  
  
  

CHAPTER 2 
BUILDING STRONG GROUPS 

  
  

  

  
ina Reynolds was arrested for the last time in 1993. After 
years of cycling in and out of prison, her final prison experi-
ence was the most brutal. When she was four-and-a-half 

months pregnant, guards shackled her ankles, belly, and arms on the 
hour-and-a-half bus trip to Bedford Hills Correctional Facility for 
Women. She had to lean on a bar to hold herself up, worrying what 
might happen to her baby if the bus accidentally bumped the wrong 
way.14 
 Though often unnoticed by people on the outside, black and 
brown women are the fastest growing population within the criminal 
justice system—and about 6 percent of them are pregnant when in-
carcerated.15 Through her pregnancy Tina was forced to endure a 
host of indignities, not the least of which was being denied adequate 
medical care and enough food to feed her growing fetus. When her 
water broke she was handcuffed, shackled, and taken to the hospital. 
Guards kept shackles on her ankles throughout childbirth until the 
last minute—then swiftly put them back on along with handcuffs 
while she held her newborn son. She describes this as “the most 
egregious, dehumanizing, oppressive practice that I ever experienced 
while in prison.”16 
 Tina’s story is a powerful indictment of the current system and its 
lack of humanity. Movements grow from these stories—and Tina 
had the courage to share hers and encourage others to do the same. 

T 
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 Together with another colleague whose child’s father was impris-
oned, she founded Women on the Rise Telling Her Story (WORTH). 
She describes that experience: “We came to the conclusion that our 
voices were missing from policy conversations about issues facing 
incarcerated or formerly incarcerated women and their families. 
Soon enough, people started asking me to speak and join in on the 
conversation, and other women who had been in jail or prison joined 
me as well. We all became part of the solution, stood up to represent 
women in the system and the challenges they face.” 
 Building a group gave them power and a way to create space for 
women to offer one another mutual support. “While this is about 
reproductive justice as a human rights issue, it also focuses on the 
resistance of women behind bars and their ability to lead legislative 
change after incarceration,” she says of WORTH. Buoyed by each 
other’s stories, WORTH decided to target New York prisons’ prac-
tice of shackling women during childbirth. In 2009 they won that 
campaign—the first of many policy changes their work has generat-
ed. 
 Individually, Tina Reynolds’ story is heartbreaking. Combined 
with other women’s stories, it became a source of outrage that helped 
channel others into a strong group to make change. Forming such 
groups gives us strength to tell our stories and have those stories 
make a difference. 
 There are many different structures for movement groups. They 
can be service organizations, nonprofit entities, support groups, reli-
gious-based committees, friends who get together, and more. Each 
structure presents different advantages and disadvantages (and 
whole books are devoted to this subject17). But what they all share is 
an ability to act courageously together, grow and recruit new people 
into their fold, and exert their power to make change. 
 Unfortunately, when many of us think of powerful historical 
movements, we think of heroic individuals. We’ve been fed an image 
of movements that is individualistic. In fact, relationships, especially 
groups, are the building blocks of movements. 

THE MYTH OF ROSA PARKS 
Most of us think of Rosa Parks as an individual heroine and change-
maker, but a lot of network- and group-building was done before 
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and after Rosa Parks’ refusal to give up her seat on the bus. Four days 
after the landmark 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision, which 
made separate public schools for blacks and whites illegal, Mont-
gomery, Alabama activist Jo Ann Robinson penned a letter to the 
mayor on behalf of her organization, the Women’s Political Council. 
In bold Rebel style, she urged the mayor to address the unfair treat-
ment of blacks on city buses, threatening, “There has been talk from 
25 or more local organizations of planning a city-wide boycott of 
buses.” Nothing immediate came of that threat. 
 The next year, a young black woman named Claudette Colvin was 
arrested for refusing to give up her seat to a white patron on a bus. 
She contacted well-known Montgomery activist E.D. Nixon, presi-
dent of the local NAACP and a leader in the Brotherhood of Sleeping 
Car Porters union. Nixon talked about the situation with Jo Ann 
Robinson. 
 They felt that Claudette Colvin wasn’t a good rallying point to 
challenge the system. Nixon thought she was unsuitable to the black 
community because she fought with and swore at the police (and 
they later learned she was an unwed, pregnant 15-year-old). Robin-
son was concerned about her instability and worried that she would 
break apart under harsh backlash and the pressure of a court case. 
Their decision was cemented when several of the black witnesses 
showed signs of backtracking on their story, making any court win 
unlikely. 
 These were hard choices to make—and harder a few months later 
when another woman, Mary Louise Smith, was arrested for the same 
defiance. She was uneducated, dirt poor, and the daughter of an al-
coholic. She was also collected and clear-headed. Robinson said they 
should press forward.  
 Nixon said no. He was worried that the black community would 
not rally strongly to her defense, leaving her abandoned and without 
the backing to persevere through a grueling fight. He was thinking 
strategically, knowing that a successful campaign would need to mo-
bilize both the poor black community and the polished middle-class 
community, who were highly concerned about image and status. 
 Robinson stewed at the decision. She didn’t see those as adequate 
reasons to keep someone from being a spokesperson.  
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 Do we promote people to leadership who will be “acceptable”? This 
question is of critical importance to the movement to end mass in-
carceration and often represents a tough question. Because of the 
stigma associated with those society has deemed “criminals,” it can 
be tempting to categorize potential leaders according to an external 
hierarchy of “innocence.” We can easily replicate social injustice by 
promoting people who look mainstream, rather than those who sit 
on the social margins.  
 As a case in point, consider CeCe McDonald, a transgender wom-
an who was put in prison after she allegedly killed a man who had 
shouted racial and transphobic epithets at her and slashed her face, 
causing her to need eleven stitches. As George Zimmerman’s story of 
killing Trayvon Martin hit newsstands, CeCe’s self-defense against a 
hate crime landed her in prison, sentenced to 41 months in a men’s 
facility without the hormones she would need—another unnoticed 
tragic story. 
 An article for Ebony.com was aptly titled: “Why Aren’t We 
Fighting for CeCe McDonald?”18 The answer: she was a transgender 
black woman. And such is the challenge for this movement—to raise 
ourselves above individual cases and proclaim what CeCe pro-
claimed when she was asked about her experience as a transgender 
person. “Prisons aren’t safe for anyone,” she replied, “and that’s the 
key issue.”19 
 It’s worth emphasizing that neither Nixon nor Robinson used “the 
public,” white citizenry, or the mayor as their yardstick. They wanted 
to find someone whose cause was righteous, who could withstand 
the inevitable backlash, and whose story would mobilize their con-
stituency. Like good movement players, they were thinking: What 
will activate our network and move them into bolder action?  
 This takes us to the night Rosa Parks was arrested, after her now-
famous refusal to move to the back of the bus. In the police station, 
she called her mother. A black woman getting arrested in 1955 in 
Montgomery was trouble. Distraught, her mother immediately called 
E.D. Nixon to bail her out. 
 Nixon sprang into action. He first tried to reach black attorney 
Fred Gray. He left messages all over the city but was unable to find 
him. So Nixon called the police station. The white desk sergeant re-
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fused to speak with him. Growing desperate, he sought out Clifford 
and Virginia Durr, two white allies who had helped previous organ-
izing efforts. Together the three of them rushed to the police station 
and bailed out Rosa Parks. 
 Nixon immediately saw in Rosa Parks the ideal case to challenge 
discrimination on city buses. She was from the working class but was 
an established figure in middle-class circles as well. She was a leader 
in an NAACP struggle to end the impunity with which white men 
were raping and abusing black women. This had given her exposure 
to nonviolent action via training at the Highlander Folk School.20 She 
maintained a calm, dignified demeanor that won her the respect of 
both poor blacks and those of the status-conscious middle class. 
 Rosa Parks was greeted at home by her anxious mother and hus-
band. Despite their fears, Nixon pressed forward, pulling her aside 
and asking if she would be willing to challenge the case in court, 
knowing she might face threats and violence. 
 She had just been through a scary and humiliating experience. Her 
family was still in shock. She paused at the prospect of exposing 
them to retribution and said she’d need their support. 
 When the family had all gathered, Nixon laid out this opportunity 
to stand up for the entire black community. Her husband hesitated, 
thinking (quite realistically) that she might get killed. With great 
trepidation, they agreed. 
 Nixon was using relationships to do what Organizers often must: 
challenge people to act. Nixon cared about the Parks family but was 
encouraging them to act outside their fears. Like Tina Reynolds of 
WORTH, Nixon was asking people to take risks that might result in 
bigger change. 
 It had already been a full evening—but it wasn’t over. Late in the 
night, attorney Fred Gray finally received Nixon’s urgent messages, 
and he called Rosa Parks and agreed to represent her. Thinking 
about practical next steps, he called Jo Ann Robinson and filled her 
in on his conversation with Rosa Parks, unaware of all that Nixon 
had set up. Blocked from taking action previously, Jo Ann Robinson 
was not to be held back again and sprang into action. 
 Here we see the power of the Rebel role at work. Miffed at Nixon’s 
past caution, she didn’t wait for approval, consensus, grant funding, 
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or a bureaucracy’s rubber stamp. And, she was wise enough to have 
built a group around her. Despite the late hour, she called on her col-
leagues from the Women’s Political Council to sneak into Alabama 
State College, where she was a professor, for a very last-minute, late-
night session. 
 This meeting was critical. The group finalized a flyer calling for a 
one-day boycott of the buses. Robinson had already thought through 
the text and just needed to “borrow” the school’s resources to get it 
on paper. With laborious effort, they made thousands of copies on 
an old-fashioned hand-cranked mimeograph machine. Defying cus-
toms about black women traveling at night, they distributed copies 
all over Montgomery. 
 Without that group, the movement never would have flourished. 
 After this was completed—at 3 a.m.—Robinson called Nixon to fill 
him in on her plans. She was surprised to find him awake. He’d been 
thinking along similar lines and was immediately supportive. 
 The depth of their network showed profoundly the next morning. 
Robinson’s group went door-to-door passing out flyers and doing 
face-to-face recruitment for the boycott. Nixon made a dozen calls 
convincing church leaders, including the fresh-faced 25-year-old 
Reverend Martin L. King Jr., to mobilize their churches for the boy-
cott. That network blossomed into a new movement organization 
called the Montgomery Improvement Association, which became the 
public face of the movement.  
 Without those groups, none of us would ever have heard of Rosa 
Parks. With them, the bus boycott was launched with over 90% sup-
port from the black community. 

PRIORITIZE RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING 
This story holds a host of important lessons for groups. You can see 
how each role played a part in movement-building: Advocates (Fred 
Gray), Rebels (Jo Ann Robinson), Helpers (Clifford and Virginia 
Durr), and Organizers (E.D. Nixon). 
 The story blows apart the idea that we must look for an individual 
hero or single act of bravery. We need a network of activated people. 
E.D. Nixon used his network to mobilize and helped turn it into a 
movement group, while Jo Ann Robinson’s Women’s Political 
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Council was built for quick action and responsiveness. As is true in 
movement-building, each group was built on strong relationships. 
 Other key lessons about building a group include: 
• Being connected with people playing different roles—you never 

know when you may need a good Advocate, Rebel, etc.; 
• Being organized—use lists, Facebook, phone trees, or some 

mechanism to keep track of different people so that, like Jo Ann 
Robinson, you can rapidly activate them; 

• Challenging people to tell their stories boldly—encourage people 
to share their experience with others, even if that includes taking 
risk; 

• Calling people when you need help—movement-building re-
quires reliance on each other, not taking all the work on our-
selves. Like Fred Gray, know what you do well (be Rosa Parks’s 
lawyer) and what others should do (let Jo Ann Robinson design 
the public actions). 

Rather than seeing Rosa Parks as the founder of the Montgomery 
bus boycott, this story reminds us that movements are built on webs 
of relationships. 
 In this movement, it’s essential to prioritize relationships—despite 
the challenges the prison system puts in the way. Working inside and 
out is challenging and requires steady, patient effort. Letters take a 
long time to go back and forth. Visits are often prevented or halted 
arbitrarily. Even if solely organizing on the outside, finding time to 
meet with people can be challenging with all the other demands. Yet 
it is necessary. In fact, some groups believe relationships are so im-
portant they’re willing to go to jail for them. 
 After years of broken promises to fix immigration by politicians in 
Washington, DC, a group of young, undocumented immigrants 
wanted to expose the truth—that the government was maliciously 
rounding up and deporting tens of thousands of people, often with-
out cause. They were fighting another head on the hydra of mass in-
carceration. 
 They chose a highly unusual tactic: trying to get sent to immigra-
tion detention centers.  
 Though their status as youth without criminal records made their 
actual deportation less likely, they knew they were taking a huge risk. 
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But they felt the urgent need to build relationships with those facing 
the harsh consequences of our country’s broken immigration system. 
 By pretending not to speak English, they found their way into de-
tention centers. There they met people trapped by the system, even 
as the government was publicly claiming they were only deporting 
people for egregious violations. Fellow detainees were initially reluc-
tant but slowly began to open up with their stories.  
 The young immigrants provided advice, like telling them not to 
sign voluntary deportation papers. But most importantly, they made 
public people’s stories, like that of Javier de los Santos. Javier was be-
ing ripped from his infant son because he was caught with a broken 
license-plate light—another way the harsh sentencing of mass incar-
ceration destroys families. 
 They fed this information to supporters on the outside. Those sup-
porters lined up a lawyer for Javier, raised money for a bond pay-
ment, got local media coverage, and organized an online petition. 
Their efforts eventually won Javier his freedom, and he was reunited 
with his son—just one of dozens of people they helped free. 
 Frustrated by the organizing happening on their watch, the jailers 
unceremoniously released the young immigrants—who promptly 
went back in so they could continue to organize. 
 Their commitment to building relationships exposed the current 
deportation system as arbitrary, destructive to families, and a need-
less punishment of vulnerable populations. And it has won high re-
gard as a pressure tactic forcing the government to change its policy 
by exposing the reality of the system. The young activists’ sacrifice 
also highlights Dr. King’s point that unearned suffering can be re-
demptive.  
 Not every group-building effort needs to be quite so bold. But no 
matter our method of organizing, we must build relationships wide-
ly. To do this, we need to make use of one the most fundamental 
movement tools: one-on-one conversations. 

ORGANIZE ONE-ON-ONE MEETINGS 
Ask most people how they got started with a group, and they’ll tell 
you that someone talked to them and asked them to get involved. 
That simple one-on-one encounter is too often overlooked once 
we’re in a group. We forget the power of reaching out to others.  
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 The basics of one-on-ones are straightforward: 
• Find a time to talk with someone; 
• Listen to that person to understand where they’re coming from; 

and 
• Make a specific ask tailored to who and where they are (for ex-

ample sign a petition, bring juice to the next meeting, or speak at 
an upcoming event). 

One-on-ones enable a group to grow. Groups wanting to attract new 
members or participants need to continually meet with new people 
one-on-one, whether by knocking on doors in a neighborhood, talk-
ing on the phone, or shouting through cell walls. 
 They are also helpful in strengthening groups. Groups are only as 
strong as the relationships binding them together. Some groups 
spend too much time in meetings or events, while overlooking the 
importance of one-on-one and small group time among their mem-
bers.  
 During one-on-ones, we can make “asks” of people, inviting them 
to take on a little more leadership than they have shown before. 
Southern organizer Si Kahn writes about the difference between gen-
eral requests (“please help us in whatever way you can”) and specific 
requests, which are more likely to actually recruit someone. During a 
campaign to close an immigrant family detention center, Si’s group 
made specific asks to specific people. 

Grassroots Leadership invites artists, musicians, and poets to help spread 
the word about immigrant family detention. What YOU can do: 
• Make a brief announcement about the Campaign at your concerts and, 
where appropriate, pass the hat and send contributions to the Campaign; 
• Write and/or record a song about immigrant family detention; 
• Put information about the Campaign to End Immigrant Family Deten-
tion on your website and in your newsletters; 
• Mention the Campaign when you are interviewed on the radio or in 
other media.21 

You need to have a good sense of what tasks people can help with—
otherwise, you’ll lose the energy of potential volunteers who think 
you’re great but don’t know how to plug in. Notice how Si’s group 
didn’t just ask folks to come to a meeting, but customized their asks 
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to the people they were asking (musicians/artists/poets). Their re-
quests were specific, tangible, doable, and tailored to their audience. 
 Gail Tyree is an experienced organizer who uses powerful one-on-
ones in her organizing. While sponsored by Grassroots Leadership, 
she worked on a campaign against a proposed immigrant detention 
center in Southwest Ranches, Florida. They were against huge forces: 
a massive explosion of rounding up undocumented immigrants (in 
2011, over 420,000 people were placed in detention centers22) and the 
powerful private prison lobby that locks up half of them. “Most peo-
ple when they’re dealing with a situation want to vent about it but 
they’re not really ready to take action,” Gail explained. “They need 
support to really get involved—and that’s not easy to do.”23 
 One young woman, Ryan Greenberg, lived right across the street 
from the proposed detention center site. Ryan was reluctant to get 
involved in the campaign. She told Gail, “I know it’s wrong, but I 
don’t have time for this fight. They’re gonna win anyway. And I have 
other things to do.” 
 Gail sat down with Ryan at a sandwich shop. She listened for a 
long time about Ryan’s life, her concerns, her priorities, and all the 
reasons she felt she couldn’t get involved in the campaign. After a 
while, Gail said, “You don’t have to help with this campaign. I can’t 
make you do it. But where your house is located, you’re going to be 
able to see the prison, right down the hill from your back yard. Now 
imagine your daughter sees some of the immigrant girls down the 
hill playing and she says, ‘There are some girls down the hill mama, 
Can I play with them?’ You tell me, what are you going to tell your 
daughter? How are you going to explain that these little girls are in 
prison and did not do anything illegal to be there, in addition you 
did nothing to stop this place from being built?” 
 Ryan opened her eyes and immediately broke into tears. Gail 
joined her, recalling that they cried for ten minutes together. Gail 
then asked Ryan to join the campaign and come to meetings regular-
ly—which she readily did. Ryan soon became a leader in the cam-
paign and continues to be a voice in her community against immi-
grant detention centers and for-profit private prisons. 
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 “Whenever she was ready to quit,” Gail recalls, “all I had to do was 
remind her about this conversation and the pain she felt. She was 
convicted to the cause.” 
 Gail knew that getting people motivated is crucial. “When you’re 
working as an organizer, you’re almost like a neighborhood psy-
chologist. You have to help people through their pain. You should 
spend most of the time listening to the pain.” Getting to that point 
requires listening patiently and closely to people and connecting to 
their deeper motivations, hopes, and dreams. 

RECRUIT PEOPLE OUTSIDE YOUR CIRCLE 
Even if they use one-on-ones effectively, many groups reach a point 
where they stop growing. Such groups often mistakenly believe 
they’ve tapped all the people who are passionate about their issue. 
“Nobody else cares about solitary confinement or the treatment of 
families in detention centers.” The problem is often not that we have 
exhausted the possibilities in our city or small town—it’s how we are 
organizing and the way we think about growing our group. 
 When it comes to recruitment, many of us think of people just as 
individuals. We imagine there is a scattering of people out there 
from whom to recruit (left side of image). 

 
The reality is different. Most people are not attracted to groups as 
individual entities. Ask around, and you’ll find that very few people 
get involved in a cause because they receive a flyer, get sent an e-
mail, see a poster, or see a Facebook post. Most people join a group 
or get involved because someone they know personally invited them. 
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That’s because society is better understood as clusters of “social cir-
cles” (right side of image). 
 Social circles may be organized as formal or informal groups—
religious communities, gangs, tight-knit neighborhoods, etc. If you 
happen to be on Facebook, you can see your social circle by the 
number of people who are friends of friends many times over. 
 The quickest way to build a group is to ask people in your net-
works of friends or family. Those people are the most likely to say 
yes to you. But a group stops growing when it reaches its maximum 
potential of people from its members’ initial social circle. Continuing 
to reach out within that circle may not bring in many more people. 
The trick is to jump out of your social circle and find people con-
nected with other social circles.  
 Some ways to do this: 
• Show up at the events and meetings of people outside your circle—

it’s a great chance to meet others, see how they work, and find 
out where their values overlap with your campaign; 

• Stop doing the tactics you’ve always been doing and try new ones 
that might appeal to different audiences—if your tactics are 
marches, vigils, or standing outside of prisons during executions 
and it’s not working, then it’s time to adapt. Ritualizing our ac-
tions makes us predictable and boring. People want to join fresh 
and interesting groups; 

• Notice when other groups make overtures toward your movement, 
and follow up with them—for example, in response to the Mi-
chael Brown slaying in Ferguson, Missouri, a leading climate 
change organization, 350.org, made a public statement against 
police militarization.24 This kind of overture deserves someone 
reaching out to them to find out what inspired the move and 
what it would take to build stronger alignment; 

• Do lots of one-on-ones with leaders from other movements and 
groups—meet with different people, not to recruit them but to 
learn from them. What are their values? What interests them? 
What strategies recruit people like them? 

• Do direct service—Gandhi was a big fan of what he called the 
“constructive program,” which means not only campaigning 
against what we don’t want but also building the alternative that 
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we do want (a natural role for Helpers). Direct service and other 
community-based projects put us shoulder to shoulder with oth-
ers who want to make things better. Who better to hear a pitch 
about joining your campaign? 

Growing outside of your social circle takes time, but when it comes 
to building successful groups, it’s worth the effort. 

DEVELOP A SHARED POWER ANALYSIS 
Once you have a group of people, the challenge is figuring out what 
to do with it. It’s helpful to spend time developing a shared analysis 
of how your group has power to make change.  
 Unfortunately, like other myths put out there, the dominant view 
of power isn’t pro-social change. The dominant view is that power 
flows from the top downward. A janitor takes orders from a supervi-
sor who takes orders from a district head, and so on—all the way up 
to, say, a CEO or the president of the United States at the very top of 
the pyramid. 
 Most institutions in our society are viewed this way. In terms of 
prisons, you might see the state governor near the top. They pick a 
warden, who selects a deputy warden, who oversees the shift com-
mander, who gives orders to guards, and so on, with prisoners way 
down at the bottom. In that view of society, everyone below has to 
follow orders or face consequences: be fired, jailed, or put in solitary.  
 But there’s another way of helping groups view power: the upside-
down triangle. 
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An upside-down triangle is inherently unstable. An oppressive sys-
tem that relies on abusing and degrading humans is insecure—it re-
quires being held up by pillars of support. Some of those pillars in-
clude social systems that give the structure legitimacy, such as laws, 
courts, the media, and schools that train us to obey. Other pillars in-
clude people who may oppose the system but are complicit in keep-
ing it running—including administrators, guards, chaplains, janitors, 
construction workers who build prisons, and so on. 
 This view of power helps reveal how much agency we actually 
have. The most repressive mayor is powerless if citizens refuse to pay 
taxes. The most racist bus system cannot keep up its racist practices 
if its customer base refuses to ride the buses. The cruelest warden is 
forced to come to the negotiating table when prisoners refuse to eat.  
 Groups can use this tool to look at their work and develop a more 
complex and accurate analysis of power. Identifying the pillars of 
support that keep bad policies in place can help expand our sense of 
how we can make change. 
 Fighting against an entrenched and ruthless dictator in Serbia, one 
group of activists explains this power analysis this way: 

By themselves, rulers cannot collect taxes, enforce repressive laws and 
regulations, keep trains running on time, prepare national budgets, direct 
traffic, manage ports, print money, repair roads, keep food supplied to the 
markets, make steel, build rockets, train the police and the army, issue 
postage stamps or even milk a cow. People provide these services to the 
ruler through a variety of organizations and institutions. If the people 
stop providing these skills, the ruler cannot rule.25 

They believed this so deeply that they required every movement 
member to get training in which they identified pillars of support in 
their society and designed strategies to remove those pillars. That 
training and shared approach was a key ingredient in their massive 
movement, which successfully and nonviolently overthrew the brutal 
Serbian dictator.26 
 Bringing this power analysis to our networks grows our under-
standing of structural oppression, including the ways that our shame, 
our silence, our willful ignorance, our refusal to take risks, and our 
turning away from the problem all have a part to play. It brings us 
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face to face with the reality of our power—challenging our group to 
consider whether and how we are putting that power to use. 
 This is one of the key insights from nonviolent direct action. Ra-
ther than seeing power as flowing from violence or exploitation, 
groups come to see that power flows through relationships and that 
we surrender our power whenever we remain complicit in unjust 
relationships. 
 A campaign from the 1970s illustrates this. The US government 
was sending weapons to Pakistani dictator Yahya Khan that were 
used to murder the people of East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). In an 
attempted genocide, nearly 3 million East Pakistanis were killed. 
 A group of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Quakers wanted to make a 
difference. When they found out that some of the arms shipments 
were loaded from local Philadelphia ports, they picked a dramatic 
action to stop the flow of weapons: a naval blockade! For a month, 
they publicly practiced “naval maneuvers” in canoes and kayaks in 
front of TV cameras. Some days had themes—religious leaders, kids, 
elders—all leading up to the arrival of the gigantic multistory freight-
er ships bound for Pakistan. 
 When the first ship arrived, the group jumped into the water with 
their canoes and paddle boats. The coast guard immediately pulled 
them out, as camera operators angled for the best picture. Over the 
next weeks, they played a cat-and-mouse game, as the freighters tried 
to avoid the public spotlight by changing their arrival times or re-
routing to Baltimore, Maryland or New York City. But an important 
group of people was watching the unfolding storyline on TV: the 
longshoremen employed to load the ships. 
 The Quakers went to bars and met with them. The longshoremen 
were struck by their sincerity and the sense that this was a historic 
moment. The Philadelphia union agreed to refuse to load armaments 
headed to Pakistan. It was the beginning of the end. 
 Philly longshoremen convinced the national union to cease load-
ing any military shipments to Pakistan. With that crucial pillar of 
support removed, the government couldn’t use any port on the East 
Coast to send arms. This classic civil disobedience made it prohibi-
tively expensive to send the weapons. Soon after, the federal gov-
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ernment announced it would no longer support the dictator (and, 
unsurprisingly, did not mention the activists’ role).27 
 Without firing a shot or making a single lobby visit, this small 
group forced the hand of the largest empire the world has known. 
That’s power. 
 Groups will be well-served by using the upside-down triangle. It 
gets us thinking about the pillars we can remove, which helps us to 
see our own power. Groups can easily run themselves down by fo-
cusing on what they can’t do and the people they can’t save. Losing 
sight of our agency and where we can make a difference can sink our 
groups into despair. 
 Susan Burton, a formerly incarcerated woman who runs A New 
Way of Life, a comprehensive re-entry program in California, has 
offered one striking example of how the mass incarceration move-
ment might topple a key pillar of support.28 She’s noted that the vast 
majority of people in the court system take plea bargains—about 
90%. This is a practical and rational choice, even if they are innocent, 
rather than risk the harsh sentencing of mandatory minimums.  
 The old view of power looks at this and sees people trapped in the 
system, powerless in the face of district attorneys and mandatory 
minimums. Yet Susan’s “crash the system” tactic could flip the script 
and remove our collusion with the system: Instead of accepting plea 
bargains, large numbers of people collectively demand their constitu-
tional right to a jury of their peers.  
 Such an action could indeed crash the system, which is already 
overloaded. The courts need people accepting plea bargains to func-
tion smoothly. In that way, the system depends on the cooperation of 
the oppressed. 
 Imagine how this might play out: In a small city, 100 people refuse 
to accept plea bargains. They collectively demand jury trials. The al-
ready stretched and overloaded city judiciary scrambles to arrange 
jury trials. Those who are unable (or who refuse) to pay their bond 
are stuck in jails. (This tactic, as any to shift a system this huge, 
would require suffering.) Others who are released tour the country to 
rally support. 
 Hearing about this, a few thousand more join in this “crash the 
system” tactic. They argue that the system has no intention of sup-
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porting their constitutional rights and that it was never designed to 
do so. Unable to quickly process people, cities fill all their jail beds 
and flail around to deal with the overwhelming numbers. 
 People are inspired. Soon tens of thousands across the nation (still 
a small number overall) refuse plea bargains. Courts around the 
country grind to a halt as overloaded justice systems cannot 
accommodate the demands. Supportive lawyers file federal appeals 
to challenge the courts’ inability to implement constitutionally 
required jury trials. Public protests ensue around the country, 
demanding immediate release of all those who are being (and were) 
denied their constitutional right for a trial by a jury of their peers. 
 The overburdened criminal justice system cannot cope, lacking 
enough jurors, lawyers, or judges to continue to function. The sys-
tem falls into chaos. 
 We could keep imagining. Scrambling, politicians offer minor 
concessions or try various measures to keep the system afloat. In re-
sponse, the tens of thousands crashing the system build a sort of “de-
fendants’ union,” which refuses the minor concessions. The union 
instead negotiates on behalf of hundreds of thousands for major, 
fundamental reforms. 
 Perhaps the negotiations break down, and the “union” calls for a 
complete change, escalating its goals and tactics in order to remove 
more pillars of support until radical demands are met. Hunger 
strikes inside sweep through prisons, people in jail refuse bail so as to 
occupy beds and further destabilize the system, jurors add pressure 
by slowing down court proceedings, ally lawyers and public defend-
ers strike until all demands are met, taxpayers refuse to pay taxes, 
ally guards walk off their jobs, governors are hounded until they 
grant wide immunity, and so on. The system collapses, and the un-
ion becomes the leader in a transitional system built on restorative 
justice principles. 
 All this because people took big collective risks by removing their 
cooperation with the system. 
 The visioning here is important, because without it we dream 
small and of only the tiniest incremental changes. One activist said it 
this way: “If I don’t believe I have the power to change something, 
then I won’t think about it.” Through analyzing our own power us-
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ing the upside-down triangle, we can help our groups think bigger, 
recognizing the power we have when we refuse to cooperate with the 
system as it currently functions. 

ELIMINATE THE SMOG INSIDE US 
Despite our best efforts and educational work, all of us have internal-
ized some of the oppression inflicted by the prison industrial com-
plex. Whoever we are, we’ve internalized some of the lessons taught 
by this system of racialized mass incarceration, about dehumanizing 
the lives of people of color and discounting the ill-treatment of peo-
ple in jails and prisons, along with an ingrained instinct for retribu-
tive justice or inferiority for who we are. 
 Some have likened oppression to smog. Without a choice, we all 
inhale smog. It is in our body. The toxicity of oppression is in each 
and every one of us. It makes us callous to the oppression of others—
and even our own selves. We must detoxify ourselves, eliminating 
those beliefs that make prisons okay or that grind away at our sense 
of self-worth. We must detoxify ourselves from the smog and create 
a culture that stands on higher principles.  
 For example, following the high-profile killing of Trayvon Martin 
and the subsequent protests, the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights 
published an article challenging those of us calling for his killer’s 
prosecution: “Justice for Trayvon Martin: Why Punishing His Killer 
Isn't Enough.”29 In it they pointed out that the state enacting violence 
against Trayvon’s killer would not create justice and certainly would 
not address the underlying racism that allows black people’s lives to 
be treated so cavalierly. Responding individually to a social problem 
will not fix it. 
 This article calls us back to deeper values—away from a focus on 
the laws being broken to the harm being done. “In our current legal 
system, there are no meaningful spaces or processes for this kind of 
accountability. Instead, a retributive justice system like ours offers 
only blame, punishment, and reinforcement of power hierarchies.” 
 In the wake of additional killings, others have similarly encouraged 
us to turn away from a system of retributive violence and consider 
alternative processes, like Truth and Reconciliation commissions.30  
 Getting the smog of out of our systems is not an individual task. 
We need to do it together. We need each other’s help so that we’re 
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removing the many layers of human degradation—another reason 
for us to work across issues and draw connections between race, 
class, gender, sexual orientation, immigration status, and the many 
other ways that society divides us up. 
 The late Eddie Ellis described how language shapes our public per-
ception of people, like himself, who were incarcerated: 

When we are not called mad dogs, animals, predators, offenders and oth-
er derogatory terms, we are referred to as inmates, convicts, prisoners and 
felons—all terms devoid of humanness which identify us as ‘things’ rather 
than as people. These terms are accepted as the ‘official’ language of the 
media, law enforcement, prison industrial complex and public policy 
agencies…. In an effort to assist our transition from prison to our com-
munities as responsible citizens and to create a more positive human im-
age of ourselves, we are asking everyone to stop using these negative terms 
and to simply refer to us as PEOPLE. People currently or formerly incar-
cerated, PEOPLE on parole, PEOPLE recently released from prison, 
PEOPLE in prison, PEOPLE with criminal convictions, but PEOPLE.31 

His open letter encouraged all groups to switch to that new language. 
This is akin to the immigration rights movement, which convinced 
the Associated Press to refuse to call people “illegal immigrant” and 
instead use the phrase “undocumented residents.”  
 Our groups likewise need to engage in such self-reflection. Remov-
ing the smog is not easy, but to bring about a stronger society rooted 
in human values, we have to carve out space for that work. Ongoing 
anti-racism and undoing oppression educational and training oppor-
tunities can help us get rid of the smog inside of us.32 

EMPOWER LEADERSHIP FROM THE OPPRESSED 
In many social movements, women do 80% of the work, while 80% 
of leadership positions are held by men.33 Such a disproportionate 
ratio holds true for many other historically oppressed groups—
people of color, gays and lesbians, transgender people, and, most cer-
tainly, formerly incarcerated people and their families. 
 There’s a natural power struggle between people in the prison jus-
tice system, their friends and families, and those who are allies but 
not directly impacted. That is a challenge for this movement. Should 
incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people and their families lead 
the movement, or should it be led by allies? Who determines its direc-
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tion, priorities, and tactics? Those from oppressed groups bring a 
sense of urgency and energy, while, generally speaking, groups led by 
“allies” have more traditional resources but tend to be more cautious. 
 This is common in movements. “The anti-Vietnam War move-
ment, for example, increased its energy and militancy when draft-age 
youths took leadership,” wrote some movements activists. “In 1963, 
largely conventional tactics were used by peace organizations, even 
in the face of Vietnamese monks burning themselves in protest. 
When Students for a Democratic Society called the first mass rally in 
Washington in 1966, the movement shifted into a higher gear both 
in analysis and tactics.”34 
 Allies may bring financial resources, formal education, and a range 
of passions and backgrounds that can be of great assistance. With 
their self-confidence and excitement to share, they can quickly step 
into leadership roles—often at the expense of leadership of directly 
impacted people. Even if there’s not a take-over of leadership, allies 
might dampen a group’s progress by urging caution rather than ac-
tion. 
 One way this dynamic often plays out is in the difference between 
national organizations—which tend to be led by allies—and local 
groups, often led by directly impacted people.  
 Take the stream of the black freedom struggle. Before the 1960s, 
when what we now call the civil rights movement came to a boil, 
there was a great deal of local experimentation with tactics and strat-
egy. In the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s, new tactics were originated and tried 
out. Some—like early sit-in campaigns—were initially successful. 
Others—like a wave of initial “freedom rides”—had to be aborted 
because of extreme violence. Those early experiments were mostly 
tried by local groups led by people with a powerful sense of urgency, 
long before the national movement adopted those tactics and ran 
with them. Even a prototype of the famous March on Washington 
was attempted in 1941, by union leader A. Philip Randolph. Ran-
dolph’s mere threat of organizing thousands of black people to de-
scend on Washington, DC so unnerved President Roosevelt that he 
agreed to prohibit racial discrimination in the national defense in-
dustry. All the while, the more privileged NAACP provided local 
groups with expertise and legal defense, but was more risk averse. Its 
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national prominence drew funding that might otherwise have gone 
to local initiatives.  
 Rev. Kenneth Glasgow, a member of the steering committee of the 
Formerly Incarcerated and Convicted People's Movement (FICPM), 
describes this dynamic: “When you have these national groups that 
overshadow or capitalize off work that we have done as grassroots, 
the funding goes to them. It never makes it to the hard-down person 
that just got out of prison, that can’t get a job, can’t get a house, can’t 
get a business license, and is out there struggling and passing out fli-
ers, and looking for a stipend, but we can’t give him a stipend be-
cause the grant money done went somewhere else.”35 
 National groups are rarely at the forefront of bold experimenta-
tion. Creativity, risk-taking, and ingenuity need to be unshackled 
from worries about national reputation, concerned donors, or en-
sconced stakeholders. In fact, local groups often have to carve out 
space away from national organizations, which can be destructive 
when they attempt to dictate “the” strategy for change to the grass-
roots.  
 In the past several years, as the movement to end mass incarcera-
tion has grown and more ally groups have emerged, there is increas-
ing need to identify and strengthen leaders coming from inside the 
oppressive system. Groups like the FICPM have arisen to network 
such leaders and provide cohesive, visionary leadership for the 
movement. They explain: 

Efforts to convene formerly-incarcerated people are not new, and we have 
been a part of most of such efforts over the last ten years. But most of the-
se previous efforts – including the most resourced amongst them – largely 
unraveled, failed or otherwise erupted into factional battles and in-
fighting. Sometimes these efforts failed because they were directed or oth-
erwise guided by foundations or national advocacy groups without the 
meaningful involvement of, or formal direction or guidance by, formerly-
incarcerated people themselves. And sometimes these efforts failed be-
cause formerly-incarcerated people themselves did not have, and did not 
build, the right spaces and processes for such a convening to occur – we 
did not have the opportunity to gather and work out critical questions, 
debates, contradictions and problems necessary to generate a stronger 
foundation to build upon. The national gatherings we call for now must, 
both in practice and perception, be organized by formerly-incarcerated 
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people, and there must be ample space to work to resolve questions, prob-
lems and issues that have divided us in the past. We must assume the 
lead and control the process and direction.36 

To support that process, groups must keep asking how to empower 
and develop leadership from the people most impacted by mass in-
carceration. As we do that, we’ll be in better shape to run powerful, 
effective campaigns. 

 
NEXT STEPS 
1. This chapter highlights the importance of building groups and 
networks. Take a moment to list your own relationships with 
individuals or groups that could be helpful to your movement. Think 
beyond just the people or groups who already come to your meetings, 
protests, or events. Who else is impacted by the issues you’re working 
on?  
2. Looking at your list of relationships, who are you already close to? 
Who do you have less connection to? How can you use one-on-ones to 
strengthen your relationships? Choose five or more individuals that 
would be beneficial to do one-on-ones with. 
3. How could a concept like the upside-down triangle be helpful to 
your groups? What could your group learn from exploring it together? 
What are some ways you could introduce the upside-down triangle or 
other power analyses in your groups?  
4. Eliminating the smog inside of us is a helpful metaphor as we think 
about recovering our own humanity, free from the lessons the current 
system inflicts on us. What are some ways you see the toxic smog 
inside of you? What are ways you can help reclaim your own 
humanity? How can members of your group support each other in this 
difficult and essential work to get rid of the smog inside of each other? 
5. How can you use an upcoming event that your group is doing to 
cultivate leadership by people who are most impacted? What are the 
leadership tasks and roles you can invite people to step into? 

Get instructions on leading the upside-down triangle activity at: 
www.NewJimCrowOrganizing.org. 



 
  
  
  

CHAPTER 3 
CREATING EFFECTIVE CAMPAIGNS 

  
  

  

  
n September 2011, the state of Georgia put Troy Davis to death 
despite a compelling case of innocence. Protests echoed around 
the country and globe. Six months later, Trayvon Martin was 

shot and killed by George Zimmerman. Again, mass protests around 
the country highlighted the injustice of police bias and Florida’s no-
torious stand-your-ground law that found Zimmerman not guilty. 
On the heels of that, the persistent miscarriage of justice was high-
lighted when a black woman, Marissa Alexander—in the same state 
with the same prosecutor—was given 20 years for shooting a warn-
ing shot in the direction of her abusive husband. He was not injured.  
 Five months later, police in California shot unarmed 25-year-old 
Manuel Diaz as he fled police. The next day, police in the same city 
shot and killed another Latino, Joel Acevedo, under questionable cir-
cumstances. A little over a year later in Ferguson, Missouri, a police 
officer fired six shots into the body of Michael Brown, a young black 
man who according to witnesses held his hands above his head 
shouting, “I don’t have a gun, stop shooting!”  
 These are just a few of the many cases of open, brutal violence by 
the state. After many incidents the community mobilizes, taking to 
the street and marching to express outrage. In some cases, the news 
gains national attention, such as in Ferguson. There, marches went 
late into the night, with escalated violence from the police, who were 
more heavily armed than some US soldiers in Afghanistan.  

I 
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 These protests are important in bringing to light what many in 
black, brown, and poor communities already know—how rapidly 
state violence can escalate. These events expose the myth that racism 
ended with the election of a black president. Instead, more people see 
that the portrayal of black (and increasingly Latino) people as violent 
thugs results in twitchy police who fire multiple shots into the bodies 
of people at the slightest breath of provocation.37 Then a whole sys-
tem, from governors, mayors, district attorneys, and police chiefs to 
armed-to-the-teeth police, protects and colludes, covering up and 
disguising state-sanctioned violence. 
 These kinds of protests need to continue—and they are not enough 
to make change. They are correct and proper defensive responses of 
communities under attack. But a movement that stays on the defen-
sive will never achieve its goals. 
 After each cry of “Never again!” the system has remained relatively 
unscathed. Those at the top wait until the heat blows over. Georgia’s 
death penalty remains in place. Florida considers expanding its 
shoot-to-kill laws. Police involved in slayings return to duty. Protests 
slowly ebb away as the immediate outrage fades. 
 These protest responses will continue to increase as more people 
become conscious, angry, and aware. However, unless we can direct 
our energy from reactive to proactive, we will be stuck on the defen-
sive. Instead of adapting to the timeline of the courts, the board of 
pardon and paroles, or the police department’s internal investiga-
tions, we need to create our own timeline that allows us to keep 
building pressure and power. 
 To do that, we need to learn the art of campaigning. 

WHAT IS A CAMPAIGN? 
Groups often squander precious energy on a series of endless educa-
tional events or support groups that don’t seem to add up to any-
thing. In contrast, campaigns channel group power by focusing on a 
concrete goal. 
 Rather than focusing on the problems of society, campaigns identi-
fy a piece of what we want and work toward achieving it. Having 
such a goal strengthens educational events, support services, and 
protests. After those events, people are immediately offered addi-
tional actions to take—which help them see their power to make 
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change. Thus, campaigns inspire people into further action and help 
them understand the depth of the problem—both of which increase 
a group’s capacity. 

ENDLESS ACTIONS 

 
VERSUS CAMPAIGNS 

 
Laurie Jo Reynolds was part of a loose group of people who wanted 
to do something about mass incarceration. Their informal club, the 
Tamms Poetry Committee, sent poems to imprisoned men held in 
brutal secure housing units in the small town of Tamms, Illinois. At 
the time, they were not running a campaign—they had no clear ob-
jective or outcome. They were spreading good deeds, hoping to 
somehow catalyze change. 
 They could have done an endless series of actions with minimal 
impact—if it hadn’t been for the response of incarcerated people like 
Johnnie Walton. Johnnie received their correspondence and was a 
bit startled by the seemingly random gesture. As told in Locked 
Down, Locked Out: Why Prison Doesn’t Work and How We Can Do 
Better, he thought, “A poetry committee? Men are mutilating them-
selves, slitting their wrists here…. What do we need with a poetry 
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committee?”38 He and others wrote Laurie Jo back and urged their 
group to work for tangible changes. 
 Advised by Johnnie and others, the group decided on a specific 
campaign goal: limiting terms at the horrendous Tamms facility. To 
win, they needed to identify the person or people who could make 
the desired change—“the target.” In their case, they decided to target 
legislators. 
 The group picked tactics that mobilized public sentiment and put 
pressure on legislators: “vigils, press conferences, lobbying days at 
the capitol, and a community picnic complete with a parsley-eating 
contest.” They eventually achieved their reform goal. 
 This led to a common campaign outcome: people wanted more. 
Men released from Tamms took on leadership in the group. Johnnie 
and other formerly incarcerated people became spokespeople and 
leaders in the movement, which escalated its campaign goal to the 
complete elimination of the Tamms facility.  
 Achieving that bold goal required escalation and an increase in the 
group’s capacity. The group got Amnesty International to condemn 
the prison. They got high-profile media interviews with former in-
mates, which they put in the hands of legislators along with the many 
reasons to close the facility. Eventually their influence was strong 
enough that the governor, largely citing cost savings, line-item ve-
toed the Tamms prison. They won! 
 This is an example of the power of campaigns. Campaigns are a 
useful way to make change because they: 
• Have specific, defined goals that build momentum and energy, 

rather than spreading attention across many different actions 
that don’t add up to concrete gains; 

• Have a specific “target,” the individual or individuals who can 
make the change, thus focusing limited movement resources; 

• Use many different kinds of tactics and actions, offering a range 
of ways for people to join and participate; 

• Increase the effectiveness of educational events by showing how 
each action builds on previous steps and moves toward the goal; 

• Keep up pressure over time in order to win concessions, as op-
posed to one-time actions that allow the target to simply wait un-
til the storm blows over; 
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• Build leadership at the grassroots and connect with new allies; 
• Take the offensive and build their own timeline for change. 

PICK A CAMPAIGN GOAL 
Many groups wonder: What campaign goals should we pick? The cur-
rent system of enforcement, imprisonment, and discrimination 
touches almost all of our lives—and in many ways. There are so 
many issues to tackle. 
 Because the system is so expansive, there are a host of campaigns 
being waged around the country as part of the movement to end 
mass incarceration. Here are just a few samples among many, many 
campaigns chipping away at the system:39 

Stopping prison construction and reducing incarceration rates 
• Students, like those in the Philadelphia Student Union, campaign 

to end the school-to-prison pipeline by organizing for equitable 
school funding and the reduction of policies that contribute to 
school violence; 

• A network of dozens of groups waged an electoral campaign to 
pass California’s Proposition 47, the Reduced Penalties for Some 
Crimes Initiative; 

• Nationally, groups advocate for the decriminalization of mariju-
ana and other drugs—for example, Drop the Rock Coalition’s 
campaign in New York City to the end Rockefeller drug laws, 
which required long sentences for the sale or possession of very 
small amounts of drugs; 

• The Ella Baker Center and others have run successful campaigns 
closing individual youth prisons in California, with an eye to stop 
youth prisons entirely; 

• Youth Art & Self-Empowerment Project runs a campaign to re-
peal Act 33, a harsh Pennsylvania law that broadened the number 
of youth sent to adult prisons. 

Prison conditions 
• Prison Phone Justice works to end the outrageous rates that in-

carcerated people pay for phone calls—as high as $8.40 for a 15-
minute call; 
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• The National Religious Campaign Against Torture and many 
other groups campaign to end or curtail the use of solitary con-
finement; 

• Birthing Behind Bars campaigns nationally to stop the shackling 
of pregnant women (in addition to other reproductive justice 
goals); 

• Locked Up and #ShippedAway aims to end Vermont’s practice of 
shipping imprisoned people out of state—a practice that benefits 
for-profit private prisons. 

Ending re-entry barriers and increasing direct services 
• A great many organizations, including Jericho Reentry Program 

and A New Way of Life Reentry Project, run campaigns to in-
crease government funding for a full range of services for people 
coming out of prison; 

• Justice Silence fights for recognition in the justice system for 
people who are deaf or hard of hearing; 

• TakeAction Minnesota drove a three-year campaign to convince 
Target to “ban the box”; 

• The National Voting Rights Campaign, run by FICPM, aims to 
assist formerly incarcerated people and families in registering to 
vote. 

Contributing structural issues 
• Jobs Not Jails in Massachusetts built a coalition of a hundred or-

ganizations to persuade their governor to agree to no new pris-
ons in the state and is working to move the money saved into 
“creating good jobs in low-income, high-crime neighborhoods”; 

• Seeing the need for building financial power for economically 
marginalized groups, the Southern Grassroots Economies Project 
creates local co-ops, which helps build self-reliance among poor 
and immigrant communities; 

• In contrast to the increased militarization of schools (for exam-
ple, metal detectors and bars on windows), schools are eliminat-
ing detectors and instead teaching students, teachers, and admin-
istrators non-coercive, nonviolent responses to conflict—as 
taught by groups like the Alternatives to Violence Project;40 
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• The Prison Policy Initiative is a legal resource for incarcerated 
and formerly incarcerated people with a special focus on mental 
health, urging policy changes in a system where people with 
mental health conditions constitute 64% of the jail population. 

Alternatives to incarceration 
• The Neighborhood Restorative Justice Program in the Ninth Dis-

trict of Florida and Restorative Justice for Oakland Youth are two 
examples of many restorative justice programs offering an alter-
native to the current system, even in the case of murder;41 

• Homeboy Industries is an example of a group hiring people out 
of prison, providing job skills training, like training people to in-
stall solar panels; 

• The Audre Lorde Project is a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Two Spirit, 
Trans and Gender Non-Conforming People of Color organizing 
center that has multiple campaigns, including a Safe OUTside the 
System (SOS) Collective which prevents hate and police violence 
using community-based strategies, like teaching businesses alter-
native responses to violence other than calling law enforcement. 

Groups are often overwhelmed by the array of issues that the move-
ment faces and wonder which will lead to the greatest impact. How 
to select among the many injustices and practices that are devastating 
our communities and families? 
 It can be tempting to avoid focusing our energy anywhere and opt 
for educational work or doing a little of everything. Yet single events 
can be easily ignored. The power of campaigns comes from using 
pressure over time to make a target change their position. 
 Picking one campaign issue doesn’t mean we stop talking and 
thinking about the other issues—in fact, quite the opposite. While 
focusing on a single goal, groups can connect their campaign to oth-
er issues and movements. We all should think deeply and widely 
about the intersection of mass incarceration and mass deportation, 
for example, and between class-based oppression and gender- or 
sexuality-based oppression. In an organization I worked with, we 
developed an activity called the “newspaper game.” We would open 
up the newspaper and read articles to each other and then practice 
describing how our campaign was connected to that issue. It devel-
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oped our skill in being able to connect our issue to anyone and any-
thing—and helped us politicize our group’s members so they could 
make connections to other issues, too.  
 Different groups pick campaign goals differently. A helpful story 
comes from All of Us or None, a group that is nationally known for 
spurring “Ban the Box” campaigns. Linda Evans, one of the co-
founders, describes their start. “The first real embodiment of All of 
Us or None was a statewide strategy session that happened in Oak-
land in the beginning of March [2003]. We invited almost 50 former 
prisoners who were organizers from around the state of California to 
come together and develop a strategy that would be a statewide strat-
egy.”42 
 The invited organizers had spent time in immigrant detention cen-
ters, county jails, federal and state prisons, and juvenile halls. Over 
half were women, 90% were people of color, and one-third were un-
der the age of 23. The intention from the start was clear, as co-
founder Dorsey Nunn explains: “It was a strategy session. It was the 
first time that we brought former prisoners into the room and said 
we need to talk to each other—and we did that across age, across 
race, across geography. It was the first time that we asked ‘What’s 
good for us?’ and spoke with our own voice. We have the power to 
decide where we go with a struggle that we’re developing.” 
 They wanted to acknowledge the spiritual component of this work 
and so started “with a Native American prayer and followed by pass-
ing around a candle which I brought from Africa.” They then asked 
people to discuss the issues that were impacting their communities: 
California’s three strikes law, the deportation of juveniles away from 
their families, barriers to re-entry and employment, and so on. 
 Next, they used a big piece of newsprint to help assess people’s en-
ergy for working on different issues. On it, they listed issues. Each 
person was given three dots and was asked to put a dot next to issues 
they wanted to focus on—a kind of voting system. (This is a process 
sometimes called “dotocracy.”) 
 That helped the group identify a loose sense of direction. For ex-
ample, many dots were clustered around barriers to re-entry and dis-
crimination against formerly incarcerated people. 
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 This marked the first broad sweep. But, like most groups, they 
didn’t create a new campaign all at once. 

 
Those issues needed to find expression in specific campaign goals. 
Dorsey, Linda, and others headed to a national conference organized 
by Critical Resistance in New Orleans to do what organizers do: 
bring people together. Dorsey and crew shared their intentions with 
over 50 national activists, all of whom were formerly incarcerated 
people. The activists narrowed the first sweep into three objectives: 
• develop a national alliance by and for people in prison, formerly 

incarcerated people, and their families; 
• build political power so they can participate in the political pro-

cess, locally and nationally; 
• eliminate discrimination against people with felony convictions, 

and fight for the human and civil rights of people in prison, for-
merly incarcerated people, and their families. 
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A new civil rights movement organization was being built up from 
the grassroots. 
 During that national gathering and subsequent community sum-
mits, organizers heard a regular refrain about job and housing dis-
crimination. These barriers are widespread and debilitating to those 
with a conviction history—and one reason why three out of five for-
merly incarcerated people remain jobless one year after their release 
from prison.43 
 If there had been a vibrant national campaign already under way 
on this issue, All of Us or None may have joined that ongoing ef-
fort—but looking around, they didn’t find one. Lacking that, they 
searched for specific campaign goals that would speak to their folks 
and make a difference. 
 The process of testing a campaign goal is vital. Many progressive-
minded reforms that seem like good ideas may actually worsen prob-
lems. For example, in the aftermath of Ferguson, some people asked 
for more police training. Yet, according to reports, St. Louis police 
received approximately 5,000 hours of training to “deal with poten-
tial unrest.”44 Understanding structural impacts is key to choosing 
campaign goals that will result in meaningful change. We must 
therefore look beyond hypothetical or academic thinking and listen 
to people whose expertise of the system comes through lived experi-
ence. 
 Dorsey explains his process: “When I checked in with people ask-
ing how their job searches were going, it was always the same an-
swer: checking ‘yes’ on that box meant their job application was 
tossed aside. Then one day when I went to Jack in the Box for lunch, 
the guy behind the counter had tattoos all over his arms.” Dorsey 
noted they were the same gang tattoos he had seen while visiting 
Mariona prison in El Salvador. “I asked him how he got this job and 
found out that Jack in the Box did not ask potential employees about 
their criminal records.” 
 That inspired him to identify a new goal: to have others join Jack 
in the Box and “ban the box.” 
 Setting a goal was a step. But it needed another step: selecting who 
to target to make the change. Campaigns are waged by asking some-
one to do something—change a policy, write a law, stop an action, or 
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create a new system. The people who can make these changes are 
usually quite happy to avoid doing so, either because they disagree 
with the change or they’d prefer to pretend it’s someone else’s re-
sponsibility. Change will not happen, therefore, unless the target is 
faced with direct, persistent pressure. It’s therefore crucial to identify 
the appropriate target of the campaign—the person or people who 
could implement a new policy. In the case of All of Us or None, they 
needed research in order to decide who to target: Corporations? 
Nonprofits? Government?  
 They decided their first phase would focus on government agen-
cies and public hiring practices. They didn’t (yet) have the power to 
win on the national level. So they targeted local governments where 
they believed they had the ability to sway. The campaign was finally 
ready to launch! 
 Since its beginning in 2002, the “Ban the Box” campaign has suc-
cessfully changed policies in over 100 cities and counties and over a 
dozen states.45 Thousands upon thousands of potential public em-
ployees are no longer required to divulge their conviction history on 
job applications. In addition, the campaign has expanded to include 
pressuring some corporations, such as as Target, to follow suit. Years 
into the campaign, the struggle has gone national, with an ultimate 
goal of an executive order.46 
 The steps taken by All of Us or None to create and implement a 
campaign are only one example, but they suggest a general process 
that will be helpful for a variety of groups: 

1. What issues move you or connect to your own story? 
Campaigns can be long and drawn out. They take energy to main-
tain. It’s great to pick a campaign centered on an issue that burns in 
your own heart from personal experience or a strong leaning. 

2. Does your group share a strong, common thread?  
The particular individuals who make up a group may have common 
concerns. A group of students may be attracted to certain campaigns 
that speak to them, for example, while a church group might be at-
tracted to others. Groups might choose to use a process like “dotoc-
racy” to identify shared values. 
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3. Listen to other people active in this issue. 
Ask other seasoned organizers and directly impacted people. Find 
out what goals and campaigns excite them and interest them, and 
which they believe will significantly strengthen the movement.  

4. Is there a local or national campaign you can join?  
No need to build your own campaign if there’s one you can join! If 
your group isn’t driven to create a new campaign, then consider 
joining one that already exists. Looking at the above list or among 
allies, you may find a great fit in local or national campaigns led by 
people in prison or formerly incarcerated people to join (such as 
“ban the box” or fighting exorbitant costs of prison phone calls). 

5. Spin the bottle. 
I don’t mean to sound crass, but some groups—especially groups 
who aren’t directly impacted and want to “get it just right”—can 
waste years discussing what they should do. Much better to pick a 
small campaign, maybe one that might be completed in only a few 
months. That will create momentum, rather than waiting for the per-
fect opportunity to come along. 

Whatever process your group uses to choose a campaign goal, don’t 
forget some basic criteria to consider: 
• The goal includes tangible benefits that impact people’s lives; 
• The goal is specific and may be achieved in an appropriate period 

of time; 
• The people who will do the work feel motivated by the issue; 
• The goal resonates with current and potential allies; 
• The campaign has clear, identifiable targets—the people who can 

implement the needed change; 
• The campaign helps connect the single-issue with other issues, 

movements, and seeing the bigger objectives of the movement. 

REVOLUTIONARY REFORMS TO STORM THE CASTLE 
As people think about goals, they often ask the question: How can we 
make sure our movement addresses core, structural issues as opposed 
to merely making the current system a little more humane? How do we 
shift and transform public consciousness? 
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 There are no simple answers to these questions. If we had enough 
organized power to win our ultimate demands for change, it would 
be easy. But we don’t. We don’t have the power right now to make 
the massive changes needed to overturn the prison system, demilita-
rize and rebuild public schools, build a comprehensive health care 
system including support for mental health and addiction recovery 
services, provide affordable housing options to everyone, and rebuild 
our criminal justice system on the basis of reconciliation and restora-
tive justice. But we have to start somewhere. 
 We can learn about this challenging aspect of campaigning from 
Mohandas Gandhi. Gandhi’s aim for the Indian independence 
movement included kicking out the largest empire the world had 
ever seen. Yet one of his campaigns included a relatively minor goal. 
At the time, Britain held a monopoly on India’s salt, keeping its pro-
duction and distribution under strict control and taxing it heavily. In 
response, Gandhi led a 24-day, 240-mile march to the seashore, 
where he made salt in defiance of British law. That action kicked off 
a massive national civil disobedience campaign during which thou-
sands of Indians made their own salt, all with a goal of forcing the 
British to surrender its unjust monopoly. 
 On the face of it, the campaign goal appeared relatively tame: How 
could making salt kick out the British empire? But Gandhi knew that 
the campaign would touch the Indian people. Everyone needed salt. 
Winning the campaign would build Indians’ self-confidence and 
their sense of self-reliance, which the British empire had undermined 
for over a century by promoting dependency and a sense of helpless-
ness. Gandhi sought goals that would build people’s personal sense 
of power, their sense of control over their lives, their self-respect—
and the people responded with a massive movement that ultimately 
broke British control of India. 
 This process of picking smaller campaigns that lead to bigger ones 
has been likened to storming a castle.47 Castles are surrounded and 
protected by moats and military outposts. A system as complex and 
robust as mass incarceration has many, many moats and outposts 
protecting it. If our goal is to dismantle it, we have to start by cross-
ing moats and removing outposts as we make our way toward the 
castle. 
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 Such campaign goals might be called “outposts of reform.” Win-
ning them does not bring upheaval to the entire system. But it does 
build energy and strengthen our belief that we can make change. 
And, importantly, tackling outposts of reform gets us closer to the 
castle—especially when we help people see the issues so deeply that 
they join the quest for taking on the castle and not only the outpost 
right in front of them. The poetry committee at Tamms made that 
switch, moving from service to working for reforms, and ultimately 
fighting for the abolition of the prison itself. 
 Because they focus on smaller outposts of reform, campaigns tend 
to start at the local level, building up to bigger and bigger levels as 
the movement strengthens. This means that national organizations 
can hamper the efforts of local campaigns when they try to forcefully 
impose a strategy or ideological framework. Strong, healthy cam-
paigns create spaces where people get to challenge each other on im-
portant movement questions: Do we focus on the elimination of the 
worst prisons first, or target “average” prisons and expose how funda-
mentally wrong all of them are? Do we focus on slowing down the 
growth of prisons—for example, halting the massive expansion of de-
tention centers for immigrants—or do we pour our efforts primarily 
into closing ones already in existence? Do we focus on prison abuse like 
solitary confinement or prison alternatives like restorative justice prac-
tices? 
 Thinking about storming the castle helps keep us from merely 
looking at what is politically “realistic” and so only focusing narrow-
ly on “achievable wins” in the immediate. Of course, some of our 
goals will seem politically unrealistic (if not, then we need bigger 
goals). Only by challenging the political realism of today are we go-
ing to transform it. 
 In that spirit, it’s helpful to remember that not all campaigns are 
successful. But even unsuccessful campaigns can be immensely valu-
able. A good reminder about this comes from a near breaking point 
during the Montgomery bus boycott.  
 Because of high participation in the boycott, organizers needed to 
find rides for upwards of 30,000 to 40,000 bus boycotters. It was a 
massive logistical operation held together largely through the deter-
mination of a core group of women. To complicate matters, Mont-
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gomery city leaders dusted off a law against “private taxis” such as 
those used during the boycott—threatening to destroy the entire 
movement. 
 To solve the dilemma, Dr. King sought advice from T. J. Jemison, a 
leader in the ultimately unsuccessful Baton Rouge, Louisiana bus 
boycott of 1953. That boycott lasted only two weeks. But in the pro-
cess, Jemison had faced this problem and found a way to skirt the 
law. They did this by running a citywide car pool in which people 
would “donate” to the movement organization per ride, which in 
turn would “donate” money to car owners and drivers. 
 This is a powerful reminder of the importance of campaigns learn-
ing from each other—and of recognizing that we stand on the shoul-
ders of past campaigns, even if they weren’t successful. The cam-
paign that you run might be the Montgomery bus boycott, filled with 
historical glamor and garnering national and even international at-
tention. Or your campaign might be the ill-fated 1953 bus boycott in 
Baton Rouge. But if other campaigns can learn lessons from your 
successes and failures, and if you can spawn leaders who carry on the 
struggle, then it wasn’t in vain. We don’t get a Montgomery success 
without the “failures” of past campaigns. 
 The struggle in Montgomery highlights another important strate-
gic principle: don’t shy away from boldness in your campaign—or 
escalating if your apparently tame goal doesn’t work out. In Mont-
gomery the original goals were very minor: respect on the buses, hir-
ing black drivers for black routes, and a fixed dividing line between 
the black and white sections on the buses. There was nothing about 
the end of segregation.  
 It wasn’t until virulent opposition made the chances of such mod-
est goals seem bleak that the movement decided to escalate. In a 
stroke of both desperation and strategic insight, they expanded their 
demands to include full integration on the buses. If they couldn’t get 
their compromise, they might as well fight for what they really wanted. 
 This kind of shift requires boldness. It takes courage for a group to 
move from minor objectives—like holding a public event or a book 
club—to objectives embedded with the possibility of head-on con-
frontation with authority. We can be reminded of the great aboli-
tionist Frederick Douglass’s words, “Power concedes nothing with-
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out a demand. It never did and it never will. Find out just what any 
people will quietly submit to and you have found out the exact 
measure of injustice and wrong which will be imposed upon them, 
and these will continue till they are resisted.” 
 Once a group has selected an outpost of reform, it is ready to turn 
its attention to running an actual campaign. We of course hope the 
campaign wins. But whether a “success” or “failure,” if the campaign 
helps people raise their eyes toward “the castle” and gets people 
ready to storm it, the group and its campaign have made a valuable 
contribution to the struggle. 

USE THE SPECTRUM OF ALLIES 
The spectrum of allies is a tool that helps us build better strategy by 
illustrating how and why campaigns succeed.48 It’s based on the as-
sumption that “the public” is not a unified whole and that thinking 
about actions reaching “the public” is too fuzzy. And fuzzy inten-
tions produce fuzzy results. Instead, it’s helpful to sharply define our 
audience. 
 The spectrum of allies assumes that some people are in complete 
agreement and engaged with us (active allies), and others are com-
pletely opposed to our goals (active opposition). However, most peo-
ple are somewhere in between those extremes. They might be passive 
allies or passive opponents—folks who might agree or disagree with 
you but aren’t doing anything about it. Or they may be neutrals—
genuinely undecided, completely uninformed, or truly apathetic. 
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The tool brings with it some good news. Campaigns don’t succeed by 
getting everyone to agree with us! In fact, in most successful cam-
paigns, the active opposition don’t change their minds (despite our 
best efforts). Rather, support for their position is pulled away by 
shifting the passives and neutrals one step in our direction (for ex-
ample, moving neutrals to passive allies). What a relief! 
 With passive allies our goal is to engage them, finding small but 
concrete things that can bring them closer into the campaign so they 
can become engaged active allies: signing a petition (so you have 
their contact information), showing up to a march (but probably not 
a meeting, unless yours are unusually exciting), or bringing cupcakes 
to the next educational event (giving people tasks helps build their 
commitment). Passive allies are often looking for some way to con-
nect to the issue and make a contribution. We have to design actions 
and events to engage them. 
 To move neutrals, we may expose them to people’s lived experi-
ence in the face of injustice. If we can reach them, educational cam-
paigns often stimulate neutrals. We want them to start feeling and 
thinking about the issue, and witnessing people discussing and tak-
ing a stand on it—so they can begin to develop their own stand on 
the issue as passive allies. 
 Neutrals are often moved by dramatic, emotional actions and im-
ages. We can draw from the example of Emmett Till, who was mon-
strously murdered by whites in 1955. His family held an open casket 
funeral where thousands lined up to mourn and bear witness to his 
butchered body. A photo of his face appeared in Jet magazine. Such 
actions could be replicated—imagine national open casket funerals 
in high-profile slayings by police to bring the violence into the open. 
This supports mourning, connects emotionally, and could help re-
humanize “prisoners” to mainstream America. 
 With passive opponents we want to shift them away from their op-
position and turn them into, at the very least, neutrals. In addition to 
touching their hearts with personal stories, it often helps to be deeply 
empathetic toward their views, while complicating their assump-
tions. Getting into their mindset can help to tease out complexities 
and hidden assumptions that they are not otherwise conscious of. 
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 Groups often waste a huge amount of time obsessing over the ac-
tive opposition, even though they rarely move. Efforts to move them, 
however, sometimes move other folks on the spectrum as they ob-
serve our clear-headed conviction and good intentions in the face of 
unyielding opposition. 
 The spectrum of allies tool can be used in meetings to assess where 
people and groups are on an issue. Healthy debates can emerge dur-
ing this process, and it can expose our need for research, for exam-
ple, “Where does that union local stand on this issue?” Debates may 
emerge about who to reach out to in order to help persuade other 
groups. 
 When using this tool, it’s important to remind people to be specif-
ic. Instead of naming broad groups like “labor” or “children support 
groups,” it’s best to name specific groups or organizations, like 
“SEIU Local 1021” or “Children’s Defense Fund.” That’s because the 
spectrum of allies is an organizing tool—it’s useful in identifying who 
you are going to reach. That means the groups and individuals 
should be listed with names who can be contacted so you can reach 
out and engage with them. 
 The good news mentioned before is worth repeating. We don’t 
need to convince everyone to become active allies to achieve our 
goals. Take the abolitionist movement against slavery in this country, 
as an example. If you add up every petition signed, every meeting, 
every public action—not even 1% of the population were active allies. 
Yet the movement was successful.  
 We therefore don’t have to become distraught or immobilized try-
ing to convince active opponents. Our work is to steadily move pas-
sive allies, neutrals, and passive opponents in our direction—while of 
course keeping our active allies engaged, too! As we rack up success-
es, campaigns begin to add up to a powerful social movement. And if 
we do it right, that movement can transform the whole society. 

PROMOTE ALTERNATIVE INSTITUTIONS 
Campaigns also offer a chance to promote alternative institutions. 
We would be naive to believe that private prison companies are not 
drawing up plans for alternatives if the prison system were to be rad-
ically challenged. Our work must also cultivate alternative structures 
as well. 
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 Movements can build alternative institutions as part of their or-
ganizing. Think about the Black Panthers’ breakfast program (later 
mimicked by the Head Start program). The Black Panthers started it 
as part of a movement program, to connect with people and to meet 
real, tangible needs. 
 Within the mass incarceration movement, alternative institutions 
include the work on restorative justice models that are being used in 
place of the traditional system. Immigrant communities are creating 
co-ops that stabilize people’s income in the face of repression and 
deportation raids, while boosting movement participation. People 
are experimenting with other far-reaching institutions, including al-
ternative schooling, alternative (non-lethal, non-retributive) policing 
methods, full employment policies, medical and mental care for all, 
and so on. 
 Youth Undoing Institutional Racism, for example, incorporates 
Freedom Schools into its organizing approach. At the Tyree Scott 
Freedom School, people learn about the history of racism, about the 
prison industrial complex, and about how different issues connect to 
each other.49 
 In Asheville, North Carolina, Immigration and Customs Enforce-
ment (ICE) raided a parachute plant to sweep up all the undocu-
mented immigrants working there. This is a common practice that is 
sometimes done by corporations to avoid paying their workers, or as 
political revenge against workers trying to organize. It is always de-
structive to the community. In this case, it was even more crass be-
cause both the city and the company knew about the ICE raid in ad-
vance—with a councilmember apparently inciting it with a phone 
call. 
 In this case, 57 people were detained. Because households that pre-
viously had two incomes lost one of their wage-earners, mostly hus-
bands, the community spent tons of hours working on the ensuing 
economic problems. 
 Rather than just staying on the defensive and fighting legal cases, 
the community also developed their own home-cleaning coopera-
tive. Nikki Marín Baena, one of the organizers, explains: “The busi-
ness is exciting in itself: it does over $100,000 a year in sales—which 
is exciting for western NC—and the women make twice what they 
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made before, as they build assets in the business. But the bigger point 
is the cooperative opened up an opportunity to make the women 
economically independent from their partners, allowing them to 
speak more critically about the relationships they were in, about the 
role of women in the immigrants rights movement, about domestic 
violence and strategies for economic independence of their commu-
nity and others.”50 
 Alternative institutions can be integrated and highlighted in our 
campaigns. For example, imagine if after a high-profile shooting by 
police of a black man, the family and community rejected the current 
legal process. “We don’t want a grand jury investigation,” they pro-
claim. “That determines if the government thinks something was le-
gal or illegal. However, to stop the cycle, we have to hold ourselves to 
a higher standard. Clearly, harm was done here. More justice won’t 
come from throwing someone in jail. We don’t want our people go-
ing to prison—and we don’t want the police going to prison either. 
Instead, we want a truly open restorative justice process to help heal 
the community.” Following suit, the community could mobilize for 
an authentic restorative justice process, with the same vehemence as 
others who fight for legal retribution.  
 Again, effective campaigns are ones that promote and instill new 
values. To do that, we should look for all available opportunities to 
represent the highest moral values of humanity in our words and ac-
tions, and encourage others to do the same. 

USE DILEMMA DEMONSTRATIONS 
As campaigns develop, they often find that established channels—for 
example legal or lobbying—are insufficient. For that reason, groups 
often turn to various types of direct action, civil disobedience, or 
street protests. One way to strengthen that part of our campaigns is 
to create dilemma demonstrations. 
 Dilemma demonstrations are actions that force the target to either 
let you do what you want, or be shown as unreasonable as they stop 
you from doing it. For example, in a campaign I worked on against 
two giant unwanted casinos, the community was locked out at every 
step. No public input. No engagement. We were expected to roll over 
and give up. 
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 We wanted more than a rally. We wanted a way to embed our 
movement’s values in our action. So we set up a dilemma, giving a 
one-month notice that we wanted the release of all the previously 
secret documents concerning site plans, social impact studies, envi-
ronmental plans, architectural renderings, and economic studies. 
“We are asking for all these documents to be made public by De-
cember 1 at high noon,” we announced. “If they are not, then we will 
be forced to get them ourselves, going to the Gaming Control Board 
headquarters and performing a citizen’s document search to liberate 
them and release them ourselves.” 
 Our action was our message. And it placed those opposed to us in 
a tough dilemma. If they kept the documents secret, they confirmed 
public suspicions that they were hiding something nefarious. If they 
released the documents, we achieved a win for transparency. Either 
way, the movement won. 
 Dilemma demonstrations are different from rallies, marches, and 
vigils, which are all symbolic in nature. Dilemma demonstrations are 
effective because rather than telling about a problem, they show it. 
You can think of them as us taking a piece of our vision and imple-
menting it now, with or without permission. That fills our demon-
strations with action logic—helping the outsider understand the 
meaning of the action because its message is embedded in the action 
itself, not in a sign. 
 Dilemma demonstrations have been used to great effect: 
• When refused service at lunch counters, black citizens kept sit-

ting at the counter demanding to be served. They further high-
lighted the injustice by modeling dignified behavior; 

• When national governments were secretly negotiating a massive 
“free trade” agreement that would undermine workers’ and envi-
ronmental rights (called the Free Trade Area of the Americas), a 
rag-tag group of protestors openly and publicly announced their 
intention to “liberate” the texts of the agreement through a “non-
violent search and seizure,” which eventually led to the collapse 
of the talks;51 

• Defying the law, some immigrant rights groups have openly of-
fered “sanctuary” to folks facing final deportation orders. For ex-
ample, New Sanctuary Movement of Philadelphia (NSM) provid-
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ed sanctuary for mother-of-two Angela Navarro. She stayed in a 
church round-the-clock, during which she and others in NSM 
mobilized public pressure. Two months later she won a stay of 
deportation;52 

• During the grueling sanctions against the people of Iraq by the 
US government, a group of peace activists with Voices in the 
Wilderness delivered basic medical aid to Iraqi civilians, in direct 
violation of the law—but in good conscience following their 
moral duty to help those suffering. 

A grassroots group, Decarcerate PA, has experimented very creative-
ly in creating stronger tactics in the direction of dilemma demonstra-
tions. As part of their high-profile campaign to stop a $400 million 
two-prison complex, the group laid claim to the “first-ever act of civ-
il disobedience to block prison construction in Pennsylvania.” But 
they did it in a unique way: with seven people blocking the construc-
tion site by sitting at school desks complete with apples and note-
books. The logic speaks for itself: to pay for prisons, we are destroy-
ing our schools.53 
 Actions like this become even stronger as we reduce their symbolic 
nature. For example, imagine organizing a group of teachers and/or 
students going to the construction site to openly, transparently, and 
in all sincerity reclaim school supplies, like toilet paper or writing 
instruments, for their under-resourced schools. Or have students 
from overcrowded schools head to the site to hold class—“We’d have 
the money for more rooms if we weren’t investing in prison expan-
sion.” Even if they weren’t allowed onto the site, it would make a 
great civics class, great TV, and another chance to highlight how in-
vesting in prisons comes at the expense of schools. 
 By bringing dilemma demonstrations into our actions, we help 
others see the injustices in our present situation more acutely and 
with deeper emotion. 

CONCLUSION 
Using these tools and concepts we can wage important, meaningful 
campaigns. And yet, ultimately, it’s not enough to win campaigns. 
Even lots of them. The yardstick of a movement is not how many 
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campaigns are won, but how many hearts are moved and minds 
convinced to a new way of thinking and being.  
 Our movement must assess whether we are continually moving 
and recruiting people outside of our circles, growing the number of 
passive and active allies who will help play all sorts of roles in the 
movement. That means not just convincing people on a single issue, 
but on the breadth and depth of the problems in our current incar-
ceration system and of the existence of viable, humane alternatives. 
We need broader agreement that we not only need to remove out-
posts of reform—we need to take down the castle. 
 Even as we engage others in one-on-one and group relationship 
building, we need to constantly re-examine ourselves, too. We need 
to clear out the smog inside of us, engaging in constant reflection 
about our own role in upholding the system of mass incarceration, in 
thought, word, and deed.  
 This all leads us back to finding our own power, and gearing up for 
powerful actions like Susan Burton’s proposal to “crash the system.” 
Our movement must keep getting bolder, recognizing that the entire 
system depends on our cooperation. If we can identify and take the 
risks necessary to remove that system’s pillars of support, we can 
bring about fundamental change. 
 This is not easy. It requires us to connect with our humanity and 
our love, taking risks and facing down a monstrous system that’s 
both external and inside of us. It requires that we build a new public 
consensus that values each and every human being’s worth and dig-
nity—especially poor people and people of color who are demonized, 
whether as felons, criminals, or any kind of “other.”  
 If we don’t do this deep work, new systems of racial and social con-
trol will continue to be born, even if mass incarceration adapts or 
fades away. But if we do this work, we can shape a new values system 
with love at its center that refuses to throw away any human life. 
 This is our call. This is our challenge.  
 We carry the encouragement from Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., 
“We must come to see that human progress never rolls in on the 
wheels of inevitability. It comes through the tireless efforts and the 
persistent work of dedicated individuals.”54 
 May we each play our role in that tireless and persistent effort. 
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NEXT STEPS 
1. Think about different campaign goals that might be a good match 
for your group. Read the chapter again for examples of goals and see 
what grabs you. What do you care about? What moves you? Pick a 
possible campaign goal.  
2. Next, think about who has the ability to make the change you have 
chosen. That person or group is called the target. Spend some time 
researching your target: Who are they and what do they care about? 
What are their career ambitions? Who are they accountable to?  
3. Spend time creating a list of five or more tactics that could put 
pressure on your target and help you achieve your goal. Organize them 
into a timeline that makes sense to you. It might be helpful to notice 
which tactics help your group step out of its current social circle. How 
can you use your tactics to reach new constituencies? 
4. Are there ways you can incorporate alternative institutions into the 
timeline? What are ways you can talk about alternatives in your 
actions? Can some of those be inspiration for creating powerful 
dilemma demonstrations? Add any dilemma demonstrations into your 
timeline. 
5. You now have a rough campaign draft. Share that campaign draft 
with others in your group and get their feedback.  
6. Consider using the spectrum of allies at your group’s next meeting 
or as part of a public event. It’s valuable for groups interested in 
campaigning, and even those in the middle of campaigns, to assess 
who else they need to reach out to.  
7. Think about the bigger issues raised in the conclusion. As you 
engage in your work, how do you also answer the broader challenges to 
build a movement not just of campaigns but changing fundamental 
social values? How is your group rising to that challenge? How could 
your group wrestle with that even more? 

Get instructions on leading the spectrum of allies activity at: 
www.NewJimCrowOrganizing.org. 



        



      NOTES 

Find additional resources, tools, handouts, and materials at: 
www.NewJimCrowOrganizing.org. 
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